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Cutler to
lose sole
pharmacist
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Writer

Bush rallies thousands in Bangor
By Ernest Scheyder
Assistant News Editor
Patriotic themes and a message
of hope and optimism were the
staple of President George W.
Bush's visit to Bangor last
Thursday. Arriving on Air Force
One and delivering a speech on
Bangor International Airport's tarmac, the president spoke to a
crowd of approximately 6,000,
according to the Bangor Police
Department.
Bush was introduced by Peter
Cianchette, his campaign manager
in Maine and former gubernatorial
candidate.
"Welcome to a campaign battleground [state] and welcome to
Bush-Cheney
country,"
Cianchette told the crowd before
ceding the podium to the president.
"What a wonderful beautiful
day in such a glorious part of the
world," Bush said. "I'm here to
ask for [your] vote.
"I'm really looking forward to
See BUSH on page 2

CAMPUS PHOTOS BY SCOTT CAPAELLI

George W. Bush (top) is seen in Bangor Thursday promoting his policy and defending the
war in Iraq at his "Victory 2004" rally. A clash of ideals (above) after George W. Bush's
campaign rally at The Bangor Airport thursday afternoon.

Repercussions of Maine's
severe pharmacist shortage will
soon hit home at the University of
Maine when Cutler Health Center
loses its sole pharmacist of 20
years in mid-October and faces the
possibility of operating without an
in-house pharmacy.
"What we're up against in the
industry is really bad news," said
Director of Cutler, Dr. Mark
Jackson.
A shortage across the nation,
ranking most extreme in states like
Maine and California, leads to
pharmacies competing for skilled
talent. With few pharmacists readily available and a high demand for
their services, wages range
between $52 and $58 per hour.
Cutler now offers about $39 per
hour to its pharmacist,according to
Jackson.
Cutler's current pharmacist,
Debbie Kotredes, is leaving to
work with her husband at Miller
Drugstore. She said leaving her
position at UMaine is "complicated as all decisions like this are."
Kotredes, who gave her notice
last month, was initially scheduled
to leave Cutler at the end of
September, but has offered to
remain two weeks longer in hopes
that Jackson and a committee can
find a replacement, according to
Jackson.
With a lack of pharmacists
available and Cutler not financially
able to offer the competitive wages
it takes to recruit someone to
Maine,the situation leaves Jackson
and committee members in a
predicament about what the best
solution to serve the university
community is, Jackson said.
"The goal is to have a pharmacist. The reality is that the industry
may not be able to provide one for
us," Jackson said.
Jackson has contacted the local
pharmacies at Hanna1brd,Rite Aid,
See CUTLER on Page 3

Man arrested after alleged assault in Orono Bear's Den grand opening offers
By Rick Redmond
News Editor
A party at 163 Bennoch Road
in Orono ended abruptly early
Saturday morning when a man
allegedly assaulted party-goers
and threatened them with a hand
gun.
Jeremy J. Everly, 23, of
Sorento, was arrested and now
faces multiple charges in connection with the allegations.
Eye witnesses at the party,

hosted by first floor residents in the apartment
building, claimed Everly
heckled guests from a
second floor deck for a
better part of the night.
Guests claim that
Everly also threw beer
bottles and lit cigarettes
at them before emerging
from the apartment with a hand
gun and aiming it at about a dozen
people.
Ka!lie White was standing on

new choices for campus dining
By Elizabeth Deprey
For The Maine Campus

Jeremy Every
the ground below the balcony and
was struck by a beer bottle thrown
from the second-floor deck. The
See EVERLY on Page 2

Tired of the commons food?
Students looking for something
for dinner now have a new
choice. The Bear's Den, a publike restaurant with gourmet
food, is now open in Memorial
Union.
The Bear's Den celebrated
its grand opening last Friday

and will now offer students a
real restaurant with a wait staff
right here on campus. Students
over 21 will have access to a
bar with beer and wine service
Students may pay for the food
there with dining funds, bul
must pay with cash or a check
for alcoholic drinks.
The Bear's Den also features
a plasma-screen TV, a jukebox
See BAR on Page 2
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desk," Bush said."If we want jobs
created here, we've got to do a
better job on conservation.
"We got to do a better job on
From Page 1
promoting renewable such as
this campaign,I like to get out and ethanol and biodiesel ... This
talk about what I believe, where I country must become less dependstand,and where I'm going to lead ent on foreign sources of oil."
Speaking on taxes, Bush
this nation for the next four years."
referred
to his campaign rival,
asking
the
Bush spent time
crowd to energize the electorate Senator John Kerry, and said the
and get people out to the polls to democrat has proposed over $2.2
vote. Touting a line that's become trillion in new federal spending.
"Two trillion dollars is a lot
second-nature to political candidates, he stressed the importance even for a senator from
of the 2004 election and asked vot- Massachusetts," Bush said.
ers to encourage their peers to Taking issue with Kerry's proposed repeal of tax cuts for the
choose his ticket.
"When you're out there, make upper class, Bush said that such a
sure you register all Republicans, system would negatively affect all
make sure you register independ- of America.
"You can't raise enough money
ents ... and when you get them
headed to the polls, tell them if to pay for $2.2 trillion by taxing
they want a safer America, a the rich. There's a tax gap," Bush
stronger America and a better said. "Guess who gets to fill the
America, to put me and Dick tax gap in American history? You
Cheney back in office," Bush said do."
On health care, Bush proposed
The president focused his a system whereby small businessspeech on matters ranging from es may pool resources and purhealth care to the war in Iraq and chase health care "at the same dislaid out a case for dealing with counts bit companies are able to
do.
each area.
"When it comes to health care,
Speaking on energy issues,
Bush said he is working to my opponent wants government
advance and promulgate energy to dictate, I want you to decide,"
conservation and for an electric Bush said. He said that to stop the
grid that is adequate for the 21st rising cost of health care, work
needs to be done to curb "junk
century.
"I proposed an [energy] plan to lawsuits that are running good
the United States Congress two doctors out of practice."
Also during the speech, Bush
years ago; they need to get it to my

toted his proposed personal savings plan for Social Security, support of marriage, appointment of
"federal judges who know the difference between personal opinion
and the strict interpretation of the
law," and abortion.
"We stand for a culture of life
in which every person counts and
every being matters," Bush said.
Perhaps the most contentious
issue of the campaign and also one
that Bush receives high marks on,
is the war on terrorism.
"Since the terrible morning of
Sept. 11,2001, we have fought the
terrorists across the Earth," Bush
said."Not for pride,not for power,
but because the lives of our citizens are at stake.
"We are striking the terrorists
abroad so we do not have to face
them here at home," he said.
Bush toted advances in
democracy in Afghanistan, Iraq,
and the Middle East as a whole.
Over 50 million people now live
in freedom because of the war on
terrorism, Bush said.
"There were some skeptics
who thought, well, maybe people
don't want to be free," Bush said.
"Everybody longs to be free."
Turning his attention to Iraq,the
president defended his decision to
invade Saddam Hussein's country.
Calling Hussein a "threat," Bush
said the former Iraqi president tortured his own people, "paid the
families of suicide bombers, used
weapons of mass destruction [and]
was a sworn enemy of America.
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"We must take threats seriously, before they fully materialize,"
he said. Bush said he went to
Congress and received permission
to invade Iraq, then went to the
United Nations.
"I was hoping we could solve
this problem peacefully," Bush
said. "The toughest decision a
president ever has to make it to
put our kids in harm's way." With
the United Nations' 15-0 passage
of a resolution telling Iraq to disarm, Bush said he was in the right
by invading Iraq, but added he
was dismayed at the world body's
lack of support after the invasion.
"When an international body
says something, they better mean
what they say," Bush said."If you
don't mean it, don't say it."
Speaking on recent uprising in
Iraq, Bush urged his audience to
not be dismayed but instead know
that America will prevail.
"Our military cannot be beat in
Iraq," he said."See,they know we
have a conscience and they don't."
Bush also jabbed at Senator
Kerry, lambasting him for voting
against soldier aid after voting for
the Iraqi War. He also took aim at
recent statements Kerry made
about Iraq.
"This week my opponent said
he would prefer the dictatorship of
Saddam Hussein to the situation in
Iraq today," Bush said. "You cannot expect the Iraqi people to
stand up and do the hard work of
democracy if you are pessimistic
about their abilities.

"We're going to carry Maine,
and we're going to win in
November," Bush said, to chants
of "four more years!" from the
crowd.
Bush's visit to the Queen City
was not with protest, as approximately 300 individuals stood at
the entrance to the tarmac and on
Godfrey Road protesting the
president's visit.
Whitney Weiler, a 17-year-old
student at Camden Hills High
School, was protesting Bush with
approximately 20 of her peers at
the entrance to the tarmac.
"We're here because we disagree with a lot of the things
Bush is trying to do," Weiler said.
She said she is opposed to Bush's
pro-life stance, his position on
gay rights and the No Child Left
Behind Act.
Lee Giles of Veazie was
protesting on Godfrey Road with
a poster of the American flag.
Giles said she was present at the
protest to advance peace causes
and said she feels Bush's agenda
does not promote that end.
"[Bush] is one of the most
warlike presidents I've ever run
into," Giles said. "I'm 61 yearsold,and I've never been so scared
since the Cuban missile crisis."
Bush ended his visit by
greeting a plane full of Iraqbound soldiers and wishing
them well. The troops were
members of a mixture of units
and Bangor was their last stop
before leaving the country.

Andrew Dawson, a recent someone pointing a gun at me." driving, it was determined that
University of Maine graduate,
Dawson's 911 call came in at the gun was actually a BB gun
saw the gun and said he knew 1:46 a.m. and he said he could designed to look like a Beretta
someone had to do something. hear sirens even before he hung handgun.
From Page 1
Dawson ducked into the shad- up the phone. But as quick as the
"Until you actually pick it up,
bottle broke over White's back, ows and made the 911 call. He police response time was, Everly you can't tell it's not the real
aptly summed up his rationale was a little quicker.
thing," Ewing said.
causing several minor cuts.
Everly fled the scene with the
"There were like three or four behind his quick reaction time.
Everly may be looking at
"It was a combination of weapon minutes before police charges including criminal threatguys up there mouthing off and
the next thing we knew he had drunk standaffishness and arrived. He than led police on a ening, assault, criminal speeding,
panic," he said. "There was high speed chase through Orono, attempting to allude police and
pulled a gun out," White said.
ending near the Big Apple on failure to give information to
Main Street, resulting in his police, according to Sgt. Josh
arrest.
Ewing of the Orono police
When police retrieved the department. Ewing said when
weapon from the car Everly was Everly passed him he was

clocked at 60 mph in a 25 mph
zone.
In addition to the charges
Everly garnered on Saturday, he
may also be facing felony
charges.
Everly had three outstanding
warrants in Hancock county and
is currently on probation for previously attempting to allude
police. His license was also under
suspension for habitual offender
status.
"He has such a horrible driving record it may be a felony for
him to be driving," Ewing said.

and Saturday. During the day,
students will be able to use the
space just like the dining area of
the marketplace.
One of the walls features a
picture of the freshman class of
1944, whose alumni made this
renovation possible. The class
of 1944 donated $160,000 for
the project for its 60th reunion.
From the menu, Vice
President for Administration
Janet Waldron recommends the
BBQ shrimp, onion blossom,
the hot wings and the chocolate
volcano.
"Those hot wings are very
hot," Waldron said. There are
three different varieties of hot
wings offered — hot, very hot,
and "hot as hell".
The Bear's Den will also
offer a Starbucks Coffee menu

and Bahama Blast Granita
drinks, similar to the Starbucks
at Union Central.
Other students were taking
advantage of the alcohol accessibility.
"I kept complaining because
the other I bar] didn't have beer
until 8 o'clock. I figured that
since they are serving it at 4
p.m. now,I'd better come check
this out," said Wayne Slade, a
UMaine graduate student.
James J. Orifice, who maintains the dining area of the
marketplace and has seen every
stage of the Bear's Den since
the walls went up, said he
looks forward to working in
and with the new restaurant.
"It has a lot of potential. All
the props are here. We'll see
how it plays out," Orifice said.

BUSH

EVERLY

);,-Il"-MAINE COMMUNITY
CAMPUS CALENDAR
Monday,Sept 27,2004

Power Yoga
Campus Recreation will host a
power yoga class from 5 to6 p.m,in
the All Purpose Room of Memorial
Gym. For information, call Paul
Stem at 581-1082.
InterversIty Bible Study
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
will hold its southside Bible study at
8 p.m. in the study lounge Of
Estabrooke Hall. For information, email Sarah Junkins on FirstClass.
Tadpole talk
The Department of Biology in
conjunction with St. Anselm College
will host "What is a Tadpole?
Evolutionary, developmental and
functional morphology in larval
frogs," as part of the Wildlife
Ecology Series. The event will be
held at 12 p.m. in Room 304 of
Nutting Hall. For information, call
Nora Ackley at(207)581-2862.
Tuesday, Sept. 28,2004
Intervarsity Large Group
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
will host its weekly Large Group
meeting at 7 p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge of Memorial Union. For
information, e-mail Sarah Junkins
on FirstClass.
Peace Prayers
Peace prayers from the 12
major traditions will be said weekly
In the Drummond Chapel from 12to
1 p.m. every Tuesday. All are welcome. For information, contact Tina
Passman or Yvonne Thibodeau on
FirstClass.

Women in the curriculum
The Women's Studies Program
will host "Liberating Economics:
Feminist perspectives on families,
work and globilization," as part of its
Women in the Curriculum senes.
The talk will feature Susan Feiner
of the University of Southern Maine
and will be held from 12:15 p.m. to
1:30 p.m. in the Bangor Lounge of
Memorial Union. For information,
call (207)581-1228.
Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2004
intervarsity Bible Study
Intervarsity
Christian
Fellowship will host its weekly
Hilltop Bible study at 8 p.m. in the
TV lounge of Knox Hall. For information, e-mail Sarah Junkins on
FirstClass.
Belay Seminar
MaineBound will host a belay
seminar from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
MaineBound barn located next to
the Maine Center for the Arts. For
information call Paul Stem at 5811082.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union
Please include all the important
information about your event
Deadlines for submissions are 9
a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for ;
Thursday publication.

BAR
From Page 1
and interactive trivia through
the TVs over the bar.
"It's a phenomenally different environment," said Melissa
Lewis,
Assistant
Dining
Service Manager. "We were
going for an Irish Pub atmosphere, where not just students
but faculty and staff could
come after work."
"The Stillwater Canal was so
bland," said Benjamin Schott, a
microbiology major. "This is
much better."
The restaurant will be open
from 4 p.m. until midnight
Tuesday through Thursday and
from 4 p.m. until 1 a.m. Friday
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CUTLER
From Page 1
Brooks and Miller Drug in hopes
of partnering with Cutler to provide pharmacy services to the university. Pharmacists at these stores
do not have the extra staff to send
their pharmacist to Cutler, Jackson
said.
St. Joseph's Hospital in Bangor
has experienced a pharmacist
shortage. Target in Bangor has
been without a pharmacist for
months. It offered a competitive
wage of $65 per hour to hire a
pharmacist and still has not been
able to fill the position, according
to Jackson.
"Fundamentally,it's the way the
reimbursement market is structured right now," Jackson said.
"Maine is not a popular state.
People can make more money in
other locations than they can up
here."
There are a variety of reasons
why there is a pharmacist shortage,
particularly in Maine.According to
Kotredes, a large part of it is that
pharmacists are required to attend a
six-year college program, which is
science-based.
predominantly
There are no pharmacy schools in
Maine, and the primary ones in
New England are in Massachusetts
and Rhode Island.
For Kotredes, who has been at
Cutler's pharmacy for 20 years, it
is unfortunate to see so few people
interested in the profession.
"I've always enjoyed being a
pharmacist and helping people
who are sick," Kotredes said. "It's
an important job.I truly get a lot of
satisfaction out of seeing someone
who's sick and helping them get
better."
Pharmacists hold such an
important role that state law mandates that the university provide an
open pharmacy for a minimum of
30 hours each week. However,due
to the shortage, options to decrease
those hours may be available to
Cutler, according to Jackson.
"The key message is that the
staff is organized to find ways to
maintain some kind of medication
support," Jackson said.
Regardless if a pharmacist is
found for Cutler, contraceptives
and birth control pills will still be
provided because these fall under
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different regulations and do not
need to be provided directly by a
pharmacist, according to Jackson.
"We will be able to support the
women in the community,"
Jackson said."As long as the birth
control prices stay low, we'll be
able to offer contraceptives."
Low-cost medications and convenience are two main aspects that
draw students to Cutler's pharmacy.
"It's a lot easier to go to Cutler,
and it's a lot easier to charge it to
your student bill," said Serena
Lovett, a third-year elementary
education major, who uses Cutler
to purchase her birth control pills
and all medications for when she is
sick. "It's so much easier to go
straight from the doctor's office to
the pharmacy."
For students without cars or
friends to drive them off campus to
purchase medications, the threat of
no on-campus pharmacy poses a
serious problem, according to
Charles Tyler, fifth-year English
major.
"It'd be a huge pain in the ass
for a sick person to get on a bus.
It's going to be a real inconvenience,".Fyler said."You should be
able to exist on campus without
having to leave."
In order to hire a pharmacist,
Cutler needs to offer a competitive
wage due to the low supply and
high demand for pharmacists. If
Cutler is forced to increase what it
pays a pharmacist, the money must
come from some place. That would
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ALEX DAW:
most likely be from the campus
community buying medications at CLOSING UP SHOP — Debbie Kotredes, pharmacist at Cutler Health Center, will be leaving her
Cutler, hence medication prices position at the University of Maine to work at Miller Drug in Bangor. Although the university is
would increase, Jackson said.
looking to fill her posiion, the compensation being offerd is below the state average.
"The student is a smart consumer. The convenience might be
"That gives me the option of manage this problem," Jackson macies, and an advertisement has
been sent to newspapers, televione thing, but if [Cutler isi charg- Cutler or to go somewhere else. said.
If no pharmacist is hired, an sion stations and radio stations. If
ing $2 more than Hannaford and if It's still the convenience," Fyler
alternative option could be to pro- Cutler's pharmacy is closed there
students can save money they're said.
going to go where they can save
As Cutler is currently run, vide prepack medications, which will be a notice period to campus
money," Jackson said. "Just expenses and revenue on average are medications already counted, community members so they may
are mainly generic brands and are have their prescriptions transbecause [Cutler is] on campus isn't "break even," Jackson said.
going to make them happy. It has to
"We've had declining sales dispensed by physicians. Cutler ferred to other pharmacies,
be on campus with a difference."
over the past two years. If we does not currently offer this, according to Jackson.
"The difficulty we face is not a
According to random sampling make any more price increases, because the advantages are higher
of students, many are already pur- they'll be significant," Jackson with a pharmacist who can pro- problem or a situation where
vide counseling, instructions and we're trying to close the pharmachasing medications at local phar- said.
Whether a pharmacist is hired more options for medications, cy," Jackson said. "I think people
macies instead of at Cutler. For
need to appreciate that the market
Fyler, who sees Cutler as an or prices are increased, students according to Jackson.
Jackson and his committee are has changed dramatically. As a
important asset to this campus, he will remain able to decide where
said he would rather have more to purchase medications, Jackson looking at all options but finding a result of that, it forces us to
pharmacist is top priority. accommodate, and we need to
expensive medications and a phar- said.
macy on campus than no pharma"We will never force the stu- Information about the job opening find alternative ways to deal with
dent to use [Cutler] as a way to at Cutler was faxed to local phar- the problem."
cy at all.

Dining services places new Bangor attorney hired for student legal services
"We had always been satisfied ahead for legal issues and to stay
By Melanie Morin
provided by Ted aware of the law. Many of the peowith
restrictions on some services For The Maine Campus Curtistheandservices
David Miller, but we ple he sees are foreign exchange
By Casey Carbonneau
Staff Writer
An internal policy review led
the
at
Dining
Services
University of Maine to change
some of its programs and practices this year.
"This is an initiative of our
own," said Edward Nase,
Director of Dining Services.
"We constantly ask ourselves,
how can dining services better
serve the community here at
UMaine?"
Both meals-to-go and the
Semester Block meal plan were
changed. The meals-to-go program was changed as a result of
some discrepancies found in
policy and practice last year at
one of the commons.
It was discovered that students could swipe their cards
multiple times to receive multi-

Dealing with the law is almost
ple meals to go. They typically never fun, but the University of
used this at the end of the week Maine's new lawyer for student
when their meals per week were legal services, Brett Baber, is here
set to expire. Now students must to help ease the burden a little.
sign up at least one meal in
Baber has had a long history
advance for meals to go and then with UMaine.He was born in Iowa
come in and swipe their card.
City, Iowa and became interested
"It wasn't the original intent in law after being involved in his
of the program," Nase said. high school debate team. Baber
"Rather than change it mid-year, then attended the University of
we waited for a new semester."
Maine School of Law where he
The Semester Block meal graduated magna cum laude,
plan has also been changed in according to his Web site bangoratorder to have a better value and tomey.com.
to be more attractive to students.
Baber said he's been helping
Students with the Semester UMaine with legal issues for about
Block plan can use one of their 10 years now, which played a large
meals to get a meal combination part in helping him obtain his curat the Union. Also, their unused rent position in Student Legal
meals rollover from fall to Services.
spring semesters.
According to Ross Bartlett, vice
To better accommodate stu- president of financial affairs for
dents and renovations. Hilltop Student Government, the group
hired Baber after the former
See DINING on page 7
lawyers got a bit too expensive.

could no longer afford their services," Bartlett said. "This was not a
reflection of
dissatisfaction."
Bartlett said
with
that,
stuBaber,
dents receive
"same
the
level of service
for $37,000
Barber
less."
While Baber handles legal
issues for all student government
business, according to Bartlett,
"the bulk of his time is being available for all students to provide
legal advice."
"First and foremost I want to be
a service for the student body,"
Baber said."Unfortunately, people
don't see a lawyer until they're
having legal difficulties."
Baber says its very important
for students to see him to plan

students handing over legal control
to their parents before they leave.
Baber said this is a "prime example
of planning ahead."
As far as keeping abreast of the
law, Baber is mainly referring to
drug and alcohol statutes, which he
says are involved with 75 to 90
percent of the cases he handles.
"I don't want to sound
preachy," he said, "but [students'
really need to leave the drugs at
home because we're seeing a significant problem here."
Bartlett says students should
speak to Baber before they
approach legal issues and not wonder if their issue is valid or worthy
of discussion.
Bartlett said there are no legal
problems too large or too small and
that Baber treats all informal 01; in
a confidential manner.
Though it's only been a month
See BABER or

page 6
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Republican announces
candidacy for District 19
By Diana McElwain
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MEGAN MARSANSKIS

MAKING CHANGE — Bill Reed, seen here helping a customer at his Skeeter's store in Old
Town is running to represent District 19 in the Maine House.

Maine

Maine House candidate Bill
Reed has always had a mind for
politics. Although he's never
run for any elected office
before, Reed has been involved
with politics since 1990, when
he began to help others with
their campaigns.
"In the back of my mind I
thought, 'someday I'd like to
do this'," Reed said.
Reed's "someday- came
about while reading an article
in the Portland Press Herald on
candidates that had withdrawn
from the race for the Maine
House, including one from
District 19. The District consists of all of Orono .east of
Stillwater Avenue including the
University of Maine. Reed
inquired about the vacancy and
was soon chosen as the
Republican candidate for the
election, where he will fate fellow UMaine alum Emily Cain
and Green Party member Mark
•Horton.
Reed said he feels very connected to the district he hopes
to represent. After coming to
UMaine as a freshman in 1981,
he returned again in 1990 after
eight years in the military. In
1994 he became the first director of the Page Farm Museum.
where he still helps out today.
He also is an advisor to the
service fraternity Alpha Phi
Omega, to which he belonged
when he was a student.
As the owner of Skeeters, a
store in Old Town, Reed said he
will be able to be completely
committed to the position if
elected.
"Running my own business
gives me the opportunity to be
flexible," Reed said.
Working among the commu-

nity has also given Reed the
chance to listen to what people
in the district are concerned
about.
"You talk to people and you
get to see what they like or
don't like in state government,"
he said.
One issue that he often hears
complaints about is high taxes.
However, Reed does not
believe that the Palesky tax cap
is the best solution.
"Palesky is very scary,"
Reed said,"It's taking an axe to
something where you should be
using a scalpel."
One of the largest problems
Reed sees with the Palesky proposal is its lack of attention to
local autonomy. He believes
that town governments should
have a say in where.money is
taken from if they want to
lower their taxes.
"You have to give up something in order to lower taxes,"
Reed said. "I'm opposed to
Palesky, but I'm in favor of
lower taxes."
Reed also is an advocate for
small businesses and is concerned with the cost of workers' compensation in Maine,
which he says is the third or
fourth most expensive in the
nation.
"The cost of workers' comp
is horrendous." he said.
Reed also recognizes the
importance of the college community in Orono and would like
to see the university's funding
kept up to par with the rate of
inflation, keeping tuition costs
down.
He believes the University
and its students are a crucial
part in maintaining the quality
of life and opportunities in the
town he hopes to represent.
"This is an exceptional place
to live," Reed said.

Fresh. Maine Good.That
'
s Governor's!
www maine campus corn

Every Wednesday is
College Day at The Gov's
Show your college ID
and choose your
favorite meal for only $5!
* Blue plate special
* Chicken Fingers
* Fresh 'n tasty salad

• on-Thur 6am-1Opm
6am-1ipm
LTri-Sat
Sundry 7am-10pm

arey s (Pficne
827-5504
Xarketa:Laundromat
Located ne.11 to governor's in OffTina
(Dry one foalME with

3etaine Canif*

Includes your favorite soda.

100VERNOR'S

* Stillwater Ave • OLD TOWN • 827-14277
* Broadway • BANGOR • 947-3113
* Main St.• WATERVILLE • 872-0677
I Restaurant & Bakery * GovernorsRestaurant.com
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NO COMMITMENT
NO HIDDEN COSTS
(THAT'S WHAT GIRLFRIENDS ARE FOR)

Prepaid wireless, that's what Talkrracker is for.

S50,n,.
TaikTracker
• 300 Bonus Minutes at activation
• 500 Daytime Minutes
• Unlimited Nights and Weekends
• FREE Text Messaging through November 13th
• Includes Nationwide Long Distance

$50 Kyocera
Rave
Phone

U.S.Cellular
1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
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This will only hurtfor a second

POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer

Police await BAC results
following single car crash
Charges may be pending following a single vehicle accident
on Main Street that occurred on
Friday, Sept. 17. Officers were
dispatched to the scene of a Jeep
Cherokee that appeared to have
rolled over. A man was seen running from the wreckage and heading towards a graveyard. Officers
asked bystanders who the man
was, and they said he was the
driver of the flipped vehicle.
Officers ran after the man but lost
site of him. After a few moments,
he popped up from behind a
gravestone and ran into the surrounding woods. Officers chased
after him and yelled for him to
stop. At this point, he tripped and
fell. Officers reached him and
noticed that he was bleeding from
the head and had a laceration on
his arm. As he got up, he looked
around and asked where he was
and what had happened. The officers helped him to his feet and
identified him. He was extremely
unstable on his feet, his eyes were
bloodshot and glossy and he
smelled of alcohol. He was taken
to Eastern Maine Medical Center.
At the hospital, he was asked if a
blood sample could be taken in
order to check his blood alcohol
level. He replied, "why the f*ck
not?" Charges may be filed later,
pending results of the blood test.
Two teens issued summonses
for drug related charges
Two women received multiple
summonses following a traffic
stop on Center Street on Saturday,
Sept. 18 at 12:10 a.m. An officer
patrolling the area noticed a car
that turned from Main Street onto
Center Street without stopping at
a red light. The car was stopped,
and when the officer approached
the vehicle he detected the odor of
marijuana. He asked the driver,
identified as Kori Manning, 19, if
she had been smoking. She said
no. The officer then noticed a
small portion of a blue tube sticking from under the rear of the driver's seat. A brass fitting was

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

TYPE 0, PRESIDENTIAL — An American Red Cross nurse finishes President Robert
Kennedy's paperwork before he donates blood Thursday afternoon at Memorial Union.

Bookstore ornament sales to benefit ASB again
Dexter, ASB's advisor. "All
Hockensmith.
we need to raise $20,000
prototaled
The plan is to donate all
and
September
ceeds from the sale of these between
second
annual ornaments every year to a uni- February. We have to do a lot of
The
Bookstore versity group that optimizes the fundraising and being chosen
University
Commemorative Ornament was idea of altruism and concern for for this award is a great help."
The ASB program was chounveiled last Thursday at the the welfare of others.
sen
choagain in hopes that the this
program
was
The
ASB
bookstore by members of the
Alternative Spring Break pro- sen for the second year in a row. year's sales will be higher. Last
gram. The Raymond H. Fogler ASB is a group of students who year all proceeds totaled $2,200.
"Last year was the first year,
Library was this year's choice of donate their spring breaks to
Alternative Spring Break
service
so
perform
community
design, following last year's
Maine Black Bear commemora- projects across the nation and deserves another shot at potenadvocate lifelong social action. tially a much greater fundraising
tive ornament.
"We send 60 students divided effort," said Holly Williams,
"I hope to have these ornainto
five groups all across the publications coordinator for the
ments become collector's items,
a tradition for years to come," U.S. on a budget of $300 per University Bookstore, in a
See ASB on Page 7
said Bookstore Director Bill person for one week," said Lyn
By Khela Kupiec
For The Maine Campus

attached to the pipe. The officer
told Manning that he saw this and
asked if she had any other drug
paraphernalia in the car. She said
yes. A search of the vehicle produced a usable amount of marijuana, a pipe and bong and a second pipe with a marijuana roach
tucked in it. A passenger of the
vehicle, Tracy Pinkham, 19,
admitted to owning some of the
paraphernalia. As a result, both
Pinkham and Manning were
issued summonses for possession
of a usable amount of marijuana
and sale and use of drug paraphernalia.
Erratic driving tips off police
to OUI
A man was arrested for operating under the influence following
a traffic stop on Center Street on
Saturday, Sept. 18 at 10:40 p.m.
An officer on patrol on Main
Street noticed the vehicle directly
in front of him driving suspiciously. After going over the center line multiple times, the car
pulled over into the parking
spaces by the Old Town City
Park. The officer continued on
Main Street but watched the car
do a u-turn back onto Main Street
from the parking lot. The officer
turned around and followed the
car onto Center Street. The car
Stillwater
continued
onto
Avenue, where it pulled off to the
side abruptly and struck the curb.
At this point the officer stopped
and approached the vehicle. The
driver, identified as Andrew
Drake, 20, had bloodshot eyes,
was slurring his speech and
smelled of intoxicating beverages. The passenger of the vehicle told the officer that he had
been drinking and that was where
the smell must be coming from.
Drake was asked to exit the vehicle. Following field sobriety testing, it was determined that he
should not have been driving. He
was arrested for operating under
the influence and transported to
Penobscot County Jail.

But UMaine isn't the end of the
road for Baber.The Bangor lawyer
has big plans for the future.
Baber plans to possibly run for
From Page 3
legislature some day. He is also
since Baber has held this position, interested in holding a seat on the
Bartlett says he is "transitioning judiciary committee and perhaps
into the position very well" and having his own law firm. Though
that he is "very pleased with his he has goals outside of law,he said
he still loves his job.
service so far."
"I like the drama of the courtBaber plans to write a legal column for The Maine Campus as his room," he said. "I like assisting
predecessors had done. The col- people in legal difficulties."
"He's a great attorney and is
umn would increase student
awareness of the law and provide very dedicated to the students of
UMaine," Bartlett said.
legal advice.

BABER

Making mischief?
POLICE
BEAT
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Maine-iaks reorganize
to become offical group
By Riley Donavon
For The Maine Campus
The Maine-iaks, a well
known part of the Maine hockey tradition, met last Tuesday to
discuss ways in which they
could improve their organization.
The meeting established a
number of things. The Maineiaks are now an official campus
organization, and the University
Credit Union is their first sponsor and has placed $500.00 in a
bank account that they hope
will grow with the addition of
new students. The fee to join is
$10.00. It is free for existing
members who already have a tshirt.
In order to get into hockey
games, as a Maine-iak, you will
have to have three things: your
Maine Card, your Maine-iak
membership card and your
•Maine-iak T-shirt.
Although they are mainly
known for their cheers inside
Alfond Arena during Black
Bear hockey games,they would
like to expand the club's activities outside the arena as well.
On Oct. 16, the group has
planned a tailgate party before
the football game against James
Madison.
They hope to extend the
party to the beginning of the
hockey game later that night,
when Maine hosts Niagara at
7:00 p.m. The tentative plan
for the tailgate has been
approved by Interim University
President Kennedy. They will
be serving pizza, hot chocolate,
soda and alcohol for those who
are over 21.
The group will be able to
take trips to the Frozen Four,
East
the
Hockey
the
Championships,
and
Whittemore Center, home of
the
University
of New
Hampshire Wildcats. Those
trips will all be paid for by the
$10.00 charged to new members.

"I personally, like most, was
hesitant to change something
that had been working for so
long," said senior Aaron Ward.
"However,given all the benefits
of the group and the chance to
take something that is already
one of the best student sections
in the country and make it more
powerful is awesome."
Ward is a fourth year secondary education major, who has
been involved with the Maineiaks all four years he has been
at UMaine.
Like Ward, Krystina Burnell
is also a big supporter of Maine
athletics and wants to see the
club grow.
"I think once people get out
to the hockey games they catch
the fever of what UMaine hockey is all about and begin to
cheer because our guys are out
there playing hard for us,"
CAMPUS PHOTO BY 5J01 I CAPARELLI
Burnell said. "When I first REVEALING — Alternative Spring Break members unveil a new Christmas ornament
came to UMaine, I knew the Thursday in the University Bookstore. Proceeds from the sale of these ornaments will
hockey team was good, but I
help fund ASB trips this coming spring break.
never realized how good they
were until I experienced being
The choice of using Fogler 2003 Maine Black Bear
in the north balcony for the first
Library was mutual among pro- Ornament will also be available
time."
gram directors based on the for those people wishing to start
There will be a campus-wide
building's historical connection a collection of the commemoraeffort over the next few weeks From Page 6
with the university and in cele- tive ornaments. The ornaments
to recruit students to join the recent press release.
bration of the newly designed cost $13.99, half of which will
organization. There will also be
cover the cost and the other half
"After this year, the and finished front patio.
sign-up tables in theUnion.
"The library is a beautiful will benefit ASB.
Commemorative Ornament pro"There is no reason not to gram will become a true-revolv- building, recognizable to people
"The holidays are about a lot
join," Ward said. "It is impor- ing-reward and a committee will who don't even work or live more then selling stuff, it's the
tant to realize this group is not be put together to make the dif- here," Williams said.
spirit of goodwill and helping
an elitists group, it is open to ficult decision of who will
The ornaments are currently others that we wish to bring
all people who love Maine rcceive it," Hockensmith said.
available in the Bookstore. The out," Hockensmith said.
hockey and Maine athletics in
general."
Ward also said the Maineiaks would like to expand to
increase attendance at other
sports like football, basketball,
swimming and field hockey.
"The ultimate goal is that it
will snowball into including
other events where students can
have a rowdy time and make
Maine, not just. for hockey, a
dreaded place to come because
you know we are just plain
crazy and devoted to supporting our teams," Ward said.

ASB

The University Bookstore Presents...
Pr•e-School

St
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Where faRtasy b
reality
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SWIPE THIS — Jennie Cates, an employee at Hilltop Commons,swipes Kathleen
Esposito's MaineCard. Dining services has recently changed meal plan policies regarding
take-out orders and multiple swipes during one visit.

DINING
ilreatas GOR come true

September 27th
October 4th
October 18th
November 1st
November 15th
November 29th

From Page 3
Market was moved to Stewart
Commons, and is now open
seven days a week. The Market
in Stodder is still open only six
days a week, but Dining
Services is looking at keeping it
open Sunday as well.
There are no plans to close

besoksbzre
In collaboration with
the College of Education.

Join the
gang

any of the commons,despite the
rumors on campus, Nase said.
"I've heard that myself," Nase
said. "I can tell you that Dining
Services is doing some strategic
planning to determine what the
needs are. [The Commons] are
up for review, but is no determination for any closings."
Nase did mention that
Stodder and Hilltop Commons in
particular were under review,
due to the fact that they are at the

Write for
News section.

far reaches of campus. He went
on to say that there are some
location deficiencies on campus.
"If Stodder closed I'd be upset
because it is the better of the four
Commons, and it is convenient
for a large group of students,"
said Evan Walker, sophomore
and Civil Engineering Major.
"We will be meeting with a
panel of students this fall to discuss how we can better serve the
community," Nase said.

Contact Richard Redmond
on FirstClass or by phone at
581-1270 for details.

Grab 'n' go's
overhaul
hits hard
Students came back to the
University of Maine and were
ushered onto campus with a some
hotly contested changes. The student population that lives on campus has moved past the hideous
dumpsters outside of each respective dorm — we now have discrete, smaller receptacles.
What will not fly with the oncampus population is the policy
change that requires students
wanting a bag lunch, or grab 'n'
go, to order it one meal before
they actually need it.
We're also experiencing a
crack down on the number of bag
lunches you're permitted to get at
one time. That once lofty number
that was to be determined by the
student obtaining the lunches, is
now simply limited to one.
Fascism. You eat when we say
you eat. You're permitted a certain allotment of food to be
determined by the powers that
be.
More and more,the University
of Maine seems to be catering to
the lowest common denominator:
minimize the cost and ignore student sentiment. This change isn't
something that's popular among
the students — it'd be nice if you
could
mosey
into
York
Commons, get an impromptu
grab 'n' go and head back to your
room.

Bad
medicine
Cutler pharmacy's staffing
woes reflect a nationwide shortage of pharmacists. The loss of
Debbie Kotredes and her 20
years of experience at the pharmacy is a loss for the entire campus.
Kotredes' replacement has big
shoes to fill, but who will replace
her?
The University of Maine is
not offering competative wages
for a position which will already
be difficult to fill, given the
nationwide shortage of pharmacists.
This situation is a dire one.
Students with health concerns
which
require
medication
already have a difficult time. If
they are forced to go off-campus
for their medication, it is complicating their already burdensome
routine.
The Maine Campus feels that
UMaine administrators need to
dig deep to solve this problem
before it spirals out of control.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editof should he to
longer than 3181 wordS in length and.
should include the author's name,
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or e-mail address, The

SOAP Box
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Locked
& loaded

Ya see America, genocide in
Africa's a lot different than in say...
Europe. I can't quite put mY finger
on why... but I Know it's different.

Blasting the ban
PAUL
GOODMAN
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

polices concerning alcohol,
obscene behavior — although
there was no nudity involved —
and unapproved buliding modifications. The ramifications of such
charges range from a reprimand to

It's been a week or so since
the assault weapons' ban was
lifted and quietly put away,
while much of the public's eye
diverted to other wordly events,
hardly paying notice the ban's
non-renewal on Capitol Hill.
There was some talk about a ban
specifically for Maine, but I
don't believe we'll be hearing
much about that in the future, as
the assault weapons' ban has
been proven to be useless and
redundant.
Closer inspection of the ban
only showed all it did was ban
rifles and guns based on their
appearance and features, more
than whether or not they were
actually dangerous weapons.
You could only have so many
attachments or options on your
rifle before the weapon became
illegal and classified as an
assault rifle. A few examples of

dismissal, per university policy.

those options were seen in the

So these three guys, who are
now the undoubted kings of the
campus, could possibly get the
boot for having a party with a
great theme in which nobody
got nude and all the contestants
were willing to participate? One
can see why the campus would
take a stand against open parties, especially one with a sexually suggestive theme. All that
these guys are guilty of is sprucing up a boring college apartment with a little ingenuity. To

political cartoon of the Sept. 23
issue of The Maine Campus.
While some may seem deadly,
the danger they represent is
exaggerated if you look into
exactly what those items do.
A semi-automatic trigger?
Standard option on a lot of guns.
It requires you to pull the trigger
once for every bullet you want to
fire, whereas fully automatic
weapons allow you to fire as
much as you want with one pull
of the trigger. Those kinds of
guns are illegal to begin with.
Pistol grip? Only affects the
way a gun is held.
Bayonet mount? Doesn't
exactly allow you to snap on
your trusty machete or butterfly
knife on to the barrel, and you're
going to have to find knife that
will fit and match the mount.
Also, whether a knife is mounted
on a gun or not, it won't stop
someone from stabbing you with
any kinds of knives to begin
with.
Flash suppressor? It dulls the
flash of the gun slightly. It doesn't do much to the sound of the
rifle firing. That's what silencers
are for, and they are quite illegal
See LOCKED on page 9

Pole position
Lap dances: The perfect study break
Do your remember the list
you were given as a freshman of
things to bring to school, as well
as things not to bring to school?
The most common offenders
were hotplates, toasters and
toaster ovens. Clearly these are
all incindiary devices, capable
of destroying an entire dormitory or apartment complex.
Somehow I don't recall strip
poles being anywhere on "the
leave at home list."
According to CNN,three students at Jacksonville University
learned this lesson the hard way
after hosting a "pole party" in
their on-campus apartment,
where they installed a stipper
pole — complete with red felt
covering the base. The party
was hyped throughout campus

MIKE
MELOCHICK

OPINION EDITOR
via fliers and signs, which read
"Pole Dancers Wanted." Women
were not charged at the door.
The three men offered a $100
gift certificate to Victoria's
Secret as the prize for the winning participant in the dance
contest. Sounds like a kick-ass
idea for a rager, right?
Jacksonville
Wrong.
University officials cited the three
men, as well as the winning participant, for violating campus

See POLE on page 9

Letters to the Editor
•A Cutler rebuttal
Cutler's new system of registration makes some excellent
improvements.
For patients with appointments the process is streamlined
and very efficient. However, for
walk-in patients, things are not so
easy to manage. It does get a bit
crazy when classes break and a
steady stream of students seek
walk-in care. We knew from the
very beginning that it would he
Titi

NE
AMPUS
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tough to find the right blend of
on-demand requests for care and
the more structured requirements
of the scheduled visit.
Stating the obvious, we've
changed, and that change is for
the better. The old ways of doing
business could not continue. The
demands of a modern medical
practice require we make changes
and improvements to comply
with federal regulation and to
achieve the highest standard of

News Editor Rick Redmond • 581 1270
news@inalneciunpus corn

medical practice. We haven't got
the walk-in process quite right.
The current methods for managing walk-in care do require some
re-engineering.
On Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2004,
we adopted a new model for
managing walk-in care. Maybe it
will work, maybe not. We
encourage every student to share
their opinions, concerns and
advice during the Student
See LETTERS on page 9
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mind mentioned a stripper-pole
and staging would be a nice edition to the pad. Lo and behold,
the stage was set, literally and
From Page 8
figuratively, for one of the
kick them out for thinking greatest college party ideas
beyond the norm would be ever.
lamer than my gimpy Uncle
College is a time to experiLou, and that's pretty sad.
ment and to try new things to
I say these guys should be better define and diversify onecommended for raising the bar self. The three men in question
for typical college partying. are nothing more than naive,
The had a dream, and they saw enterprising individuals who
it through.
took a chance,erected a pole and
I can imagine they were just got shot down by the establishchilling in their apartment, and ment. That's something to think
one of the guys suggested they about the next time you're in
fill the barren space with some- DTAV not enjoying a lapdance
thing "cool." The usual ideas or pole-straddling, fully-dressed
were thrown out: poker table, co-ed.
beer pong table, etc. Editor's
Mike Melochick is a seniorjournote: Beer die is strictly a nalism major, who's really pissed he
northern New England-thing. didn't think of this idea a long time
Then one brilliant innovative ago.

POLE

Again,I can see why some worry
about whether a rifle is packing a
few extra bullets, but the real
high capacity mags — the 100From Page 8
plus round drum magazines and
outside of military or police use. box clips are already illegal to
Rifle stock? If it's a fixed begin with.
stock, it's legal. If it's an
However, all features, appearadjustable or modifiable stock, ances and options asides, the real
it's not.
assault weapon can be seen once
Grenade launcher? I can see again in the political cartoon in
why some concern would be the Sept. 23 issue of The Maine
focused here — but why would Campus. The real danger is not
you spend so much money for the rifle but the person using and
something that will only fit a abusing the rifle. The wrong
select few models of rifles? And guns are already kept out of the
where exactly are you going to wrong hands. It's the wrong
find any ammunition for the hands people should be conlauncher,seeing as those are ille- cerned about.
gal explosives?
Paul Goodman is a freshman
High capacity magazine? new media major.

LOADED

It is hard to understand how he
can say that vegetarians aren't
real people. They eat, sleep and
go to school just like the rest of
From Page 8
us. Just because they choose a
Advisory Group meetings occur- different lifestyle doesn't give
ring on-campus throughout the him the right to say that they
fall semester.
aren't real.
Mark Jackson MD
Everyone has choices as to
Director for Student Health what they do. Isn't that why we
Services
are in America? Hartwell does
not have to eat anything that he
•Vexed by Hartwell
does not so desire.
I'm not sure what this article
I am disappointed that the
was trying to accomplish, but I newspaper would allow somefeel that the only thing Mike one to write like this. I have
Hartwell succeeded in was mak- read some of the other articles
ing a fool out of the himself. Written by Hartwell and have
Hartwell feels that we should stop found them very discriminatory.
catering to vegetarians and veg- I didn't think that discrimination
ans. The only commons that was something we supported. I
caters to vegans is Stodder.. Most am shocked to see that our
of what they serve is food every- newspaper is allowing it.
one can enjoy. I know a lot of Everyone has a right to live life
"meat eaters" who like the food the way that they want to. We
served. If Hartwell feels we shouldn't have to read things
shouldn't take up space with the that put people down for the
food vegetarians eat, then how choices they make. I know that
can we serve to any of the minori- I have a choice to not read the
ties on campus? Also,where is he paper, however I feel that disobtaining his information? He crimination should not even be
says the Ancient Aztecs openly printed. We are in the 21st cenworshiped sausage as if it were a tury, aren't we?
God.I would like to see where he
Pamela Bouman
found that.
Stodder Commons"worker

LETTERS

Vote 'No'on Palesky
Proposal risks consolidation of schools
Most adults our age are not
property owners. So why should
we care about a proposal aimed
to cap property taxes in the state
of Maine? Tax relief is a good
thing, in theory, but will only
benefit the citizens of Maine.
The problem is the. rollbacks on
taxes threaten to devastate public
services to every municipality in
the state.
I like my roads plowed in the
winter. I like my libraries and my
schools open, fires put out and
criminals arrested. I don't think
that's too much to ask or that I'm
being greedy. Carol Palesky
might beg to differ.
Palesky's proposal on the
Nov. 2 ballot this year will ask
citizens to vote to cap taxes at 10
mills — or one percent of the
assessed property value. The
"likely" effect of this proposal
would be a loss of nearly $600
million, or a 30 percent reduction in state-wide property tax
revenue, according to the Maine
Municipal Association Web site.
If the proposal passes "as is,"
Maine is looking at a $900 million loss of tax revenue. Not
small potatoes, kids.
The proposal is based on the
California law, know as
Proposition 13, passed in 1978.
The law imposed the same tax
cap, 10 mills, and had devastat-

NEWS EDITOR
ing effects on the California
economy. California's schools
went from being ranked first in
the nation to coming in dead last.
This isn't the first time
Palesky has proposed these tax
reforms either. In fact, Palesky is
a convicted felon for forgery of
petition signatures when she
tried to pass this proposal a few
years back. Sounds like just the
person to solve the state's tax and
budget crisis.
MMA has constructed a
detailed, multifaceted portion on
their Web site including news
And editorial commentary about
Palesky and an impact analysis
for every town in the state.
They've also joined forces with
Citizens United to Protect Our
Public Safety, Schools and
Communities, a political action
group. Take a look for yourself at
www.memun.org.
My home town, the city
Augusta, with a current mill rate
of about 26,stands to lose almost
$13 million in tax revenue if

Palesky passes. Assistant City
Manager Ralph St. Pierre said
Palesky will devastate the city's
resources.
The four elementary schools
in the city will be consolidated
into two or maybe even one. The
middle school will be eliminated
and combined with Cony High
School and 137 positions within
the school system will need to be
eliminated. More than 70 jobs
will also be eliminated from
police and fire departments, public works, city services and other
sectors.
Augusta's situation isn't much
different than other service centers and municipalities in Maine
that may also lose more than 50
percent of their tax base. Orono
is one of those towns. Cities and
towns already struggling to fund
after-school programs, facility
improvements and under staffed
public safety departments can
not afford this cut.
While the concept of providing some sort of relief to Mainers
is a noble one,this is not the way
to go about it. A meat axe
approach to cutting taxes is
going to leave communities with
little or no money to maintain
parks, streets, public services
and education costs.
Rick Redmond is a senior journalism major.

Coming out of the political closet
A republican finally speaks out
I am a republican. Unfortunately
for me, I am also a student at the
University of Maine in the midst of
one of the most hotly-contested presidential elections in history. Little did
I know what problems I was creating
for myself when I proudly registered
as a member of the G.O.P. on my
18th birthday.
You see, the University of
Maine,for those of you who may
not have been around campus for
awhile,isn't exactly a republicanfriendly spot. Whether it be the
propaganda of bumper stickers on
cars, signs on dorm room doors,
or pins attached to bags,the obvious liberal slant of this University
makes it clear to republicans such
as myself that we are the minority.
Even the classroom,supposedly the sacred domain of free flowing non-biased thinking, is not a
safe haven for us. Hardly a week
goes by without a professor making some snide remark about the
current administration usually in
the form of a backhanded insult.
The Maine Campus is, regrettably,just as guilty. The editorial
board is decisively against Bush,
with issue after issue containing
articles and cartoons haranguing
the president with nary an anti-

BENNErr
FELLOWS
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Kerry article to be read. Sure,
those in charge of the paper can
sleep at night with their journalistic integrity intact because they
have shouted their opinions loud
and clear from the safety of the
opinion section, but the trend of
selected editorials makes their
position crystal clear.
I must admit, I attended both
the rally for Democratic Vice
Presidential candidate John
and
Edwards
on-campus
President Bush's recent stop in
Bangor and discovered something
allout myself. I felt a much
greater sense of belonging at the
Bush rally standing behind a middleiaged mother, in front of a
white haired man in his late 50s,
next to a group of visiting
Russians, than I did at the
Edwards event surrounded by a
throng of my peers.I often get the
sense that many students who
hate Bush — and I deliberately
use the harsh term hate here — do
so not because they disagree with
his policies or because they are

'liberal democrats who want to see
their man in the White House,but
instead because it's the cool thing
to do. They don't feel the need to
examine the issues themselves
and make up their minds because
their friends have already done
that for them.
As the election draws near, the
Bush-haters, students and faculty
alike, will likely become more
and more agitated, more and mope
articles will appear in The Maine
Campus urging students to make
the "right decision" and the
University will likely become le,*.
and less a desirable location for
republican "fascists" like me.
I just hope that students can
ignore the pressures of their
friends, take a fair look at the
facts — this doesn't mean just
reading the student forum on
FirstClass — and make up their
minds by themselves before
they head to the polls in
November. If you democrats
out there want to discuss with
me how I am sadly being led
astray by the current regime, I'll
be wearing my "W 2004" hat
while I sit alone at Memorial
Union.
. Bennett Fellows is a history
major.

Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

Love us? Hate us?
• Safety whistles

• Mace use at parties

• Fall

•Nrey Feldman

• Corey Ham

• The end of summer

Write us.

Inside
Bartending • Surfer on
Acid sure to make some
waves. Page 13

sty

A movie worth
remembering?

Flavors of
metal rock

MUSIC
Java Jive: Alex Rosenblatt
8 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 28
Memorial Union
Free
Monothief
8 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 30
Memorial Union
Free
Howie Day and Nickel Creek
7:30 p.m.
Firday, Oct. 15
State Theatre, Portland
$25

ART
"The Faculty Collects"
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Through Sunday, Oct. 10
Carnagie Hall
Free

Metal
Guru

Master

By Jesse Davis

of the

ello and welcome to
the first episode of the
Metal Guru. Today I
am going to be
explaining the difference between
the multitude of metal genres.
What's that, you say? You
thought all metal was just called
metal? Well you could not be
more wrong. As metal has grown
and subdivided, simply calling
everything "metal" has become
misleading, and so several terms
have been coined to separate the
different styles of metal from one
another.
The easiest place to start is
thrash-speed metal. Everyone has
heard of Metallica. Although their
sound has changed considerably
over the past decade, when they
first started they played straight
thrash. Thrash and speed metal
are typified by machine-gun guitar riffs, generally all sixteenth
notes. Drumming is fast but standard, and the vocals are usually
similar to what comes to the
minds of most people when they

H

MiC

"John Walker: A Winter
In Maine"
Through Saturday, Jan. 8
Norumbega Hall
Free
"Glimpse Into a Lost World"
Through Monday, Dec. 20
Hudson Museum
Free

ENTERTAINMENT
$1 Climbing Night
3 to 10 p.m.
Through Wednesday, Sept. 29
Maine Bound Center
$1

MOVIES
"Harry Potter and the Prisoner
of Azkaban"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 29 and
Friday, Oct. 1
DPC 100
Free

Critically-praised rap artist Talib Kweli performs high
energy set at Ushaia to promote release of new album

Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
DPC 100
Free

THEATER
"Dracula"
Through Oct. 3
Penobscot Theatre
Comedy
The Maine Attraction:
Tiny Glover
9 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 1
Memorial Union
Free

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50 cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
Ttiii Chocolate Grille
Hoitopice entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information
to Matt Kearney on FirstClass.
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By Matt Kearney
Style Editor
aturday night at Ushuaia, rap artist
Talib Kweli started his set off on the
right foot: He actually showed up.
Kweli,on tour to support his new
CD,"The Beautiful Struggle," performed an
inspired set for an hour and then spun music
for the crowd to dance to for another 30 minutes.

S

REVIEW
In the past few years, a couple of big
name rappers have failed to appear on campus for their scheduled concerts, most
notably Method Man and Redman and Fat
Joe.
"I don't really know why someone would
book a date and not show up ... To get paid I
gotta show up," Kweli said, during an interview after his performance.
The sellout crowd of 450 was very appreciative of Kweli's commitment and hardly
seemed to mind that he did not take the stage
until 11:15 p.m., considering the doors
opened at 8:00 p.m.
However, Kweli made up for the late start
by putting on a very solid concert that was
.'loved by the crowd and deservedly so. Of
course, this campus is so rap-hungry that Biz
Marlcie and Doug E Fresh could probably sell
out too, but that is beside the point.
People seemed surprised that such a bigname act like Kweli would play in such a

small venue as Ushuaia, but as Kweli
explained, it was just a matter of money.
"They called the office and paid me to
come up here. It's that simple. People think
it's some big mystery, but if you call the call
office and offer the right amount of money,
I'll show up," he said.
"The Beautiful Struggle," due to be
released on Tuesday, is a follow-up to 2002's
"Quality." Kweli explained that the name of
the CD stems from the idea that you can not
appreciate life unless you suffer a struggle of
some sort.
"Life is beautiful and life is a struggle at
the same time, the words don't sound like
they do together but they do, you can't have
one without the other," said Kweli.
At $25 a ticket, the steep price may have
kept away casual rap fans, but it ensured that
those in attendance were either fans of Kweli
fans or huge fans of the rap genre.
The floor was pretty much wall-to-wall
people, making navigating the crowd nearly
impossible, although the 21-plus section was
less crowded with room to move. The crowd
was very active, thoroughly enjoying every
facet of the show.
The crowd was also let onto the wings of
the stage, and as the concert went on, the
wings grew as the crowd crept closer to the
center, surrounding Kweli.
Kweli and his supporting acts had nothing
but good things to say about the crowd.
"This is how a hip-hop crowd should be,
Talib's going to love it," said Doujah Raze
See TAUB on Page 13

Death metal is
defined byfast
chugging guitar
riffs and growled
vocals
think of metal, although there are
exceptions to every rule.
Next: we move on to power
metal. The best example of this
genre is Iron Maiden. Typically
recognizable by epic music with
grand riffs and the high-pitched
but technically superb voices of
the singers, power metal,
although not massively popular,
has a die-hard fan base that doesn't seem to be going anywhere
anytime soon.
Now we come to what most
people define as noise: death
metal, grindcore and black metal.
Death metal is defined by fast
chugging guitar riffs and growled
vocals, coming from bands such
as Cannibal Corpse, a favorite of
Jim Carrey. You can see them
playing in the background during
"Ace Ventura: Pet Detective."
Grindcore is similar to death
metal, however the drumming is
extremely fast and the songs are
generally much shorter and more
similar in structure to punk and
See METAL on Page 13
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Chillingly good rendition of
horror classic debuts in Bangor
By Desiree Fernald
Staff Writer

logues, performed off-stage,
revealed intimate details of
each character to the audience.
Jonathan Harker, played by
After a brief introduction,
cast members took to the stage Chuck Novatka, opened the
for Penobscot Theatre's new show discussing his trip to
adaptation of Bram Stoker's Transylvania, where he was
Dracula on Friday night. With graciously welcomed by none
few seats left vacant in the other than Count Dracula. The
house it appeared to be a much- story was set mostly in and
around Dracula's castle.
anticipated show.
The first portion of the play
Each of the eight cast members played multiple roles and focused mainly on Jonathan's
enacted monologues through- travels and the two leading
out the show. These mono- women — Lucy, played by

COURTESY PHOTO BY BILL KUYKENDALL

Jenny Bragdon as Lucy and Daniel Noel as Van Helsing in
Penobscot Theatre's new adaptation of Bram Stoker's thrilling
"Dracula," stages at the Bangor Opera House through Oct. 3.

Jenny Bragdon, and Mina,
played by Kae Cooney. The
women told their stories
through letters they recited to
the audience.
The letter-reading technique
worked well because it made the
audience feel connected to the
characters. Having the women
act out the letters — as opposed
to simply reading them — would
COURTESY PHOTO BY BILL KUYKENDALL
not have had the same intimate
Kae Cooney as Mina Harker and Alex Cherington as
feeling that a letter can convey.
Count Dracula was brought Dracula in Penobscot Theatre's new adaptation of Bram
to life by Alex Cherington, who Stoker's thriller at the Bangor Opera House.
did an outstanding job in character. The embrace in which he The crowd found Kuykendall's prised reactions when Dracula
held his victims was spine performance to be humorous, crept from the shadows. Also,
chilling yet sensual.
especially the scene in which he the stage had many staircases
Both Bragon and Cooney are begs to be let go, free of the climbing sides of the castle
strong actors, as demonstrated castle where he has suffered for walls. This effect made the
by their protrayal of Draculas' too long.
stage an eerie presence for
victims and their character's
Central lighting was dim or those watching, regardless of
transformations into immortal barely present on stage, with where they were seated..
beings.
Costumes closely resembled
only spotlights illuminating the
Daniel Noel, who played actors and actresses when they that of the Victorian era, with
Van Helsing, was perfect for performed monologues. The men clad in suits and women in
the role. Helsing helped the lights shined on Dracula when- simple flowing dresses and
characters develop methods of ever he was mentioned in the corsets.
defeating Dracula, always narration and was cast upon difPenobscot Theatre pieced
equipped with garlic cloves for ferent areas of the stage to together a spectacular performthe neck and window hanging. show his lurking about behind ance with its historical yet
He also supplied wooden stakes the people in the castle.
amusing representation of this
and a chant book to ward off
The minimal props consisted legendary tale.
evil.
Dracula will showcase until
of windows and a large bed
The insane man Renfield, used in most scenes, or a table Sunday, Oct. 3, at the Bangor
played by Adam Kuykendall, placed in the center of the Opera House. Tickets can be
was trapped inside the castle stage. Dark scenery helped to purchased at the box office, on
and had gone mad at what he give the audience a feel of ter- 131 Main Street in Bangor or
had seen go on inside the walls. ror and often resulted in sur- by calling (207) 942-3333.

Film festival celebrates
amateur King shorts
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer

Some of the stand out films at the
festival included:"The Woman in the
Room," directed by frank Darabont,
In the early 1980s, Stephen King who went on to direct "The
began giving permission to young Shawshank Redemption." Jay
independent filmmakers to adapt his Holbin's slickly edited "Paranoid,"
short stories into short films for the which drew from an abstract poem
measly price of a dollar. This was the by King entitled "Paranoid: A
birth of the "Dollar Babies." The Chant," Robert Cochrane's humorFirst Annual Dollar Baby Film ous "Lucky Quarter," and James
Festival was held in DPC 100 on Renner's"All That You Love Will Be
Saturday evening. An eclectic group Carried Away." Renner also doubled
of short films were showcased,illus- as the festival's host.
The festival's spotlight seemed to
trating the diversity of Stephen
be on the final film of the evening,
King's writing.
As audience members first "All That You Love Will Be Carried
walked in the door and handed the Away." Most of the film's stars,
admission fee of $5 to the young except Joe Bob Briggs, and crew
woman sitting at the front door, who were in attendance. The short was
happened to be the wife of filmmak- about a traveling salesman,played by
er James Renner,hands were marked Briggs, with a penchant for scribwith a mysterious "19." It was appar- bling down bathroom stall graffiti in
ent from the get-go that this was no a notebook. This notebook, in a
average film festival. However, sense, had become what his life had
despite its small size,the Dollar Baby been reduced to. Briggs, a cult film
Film Festival carried that buzz in the legend in his own right,gives a funny
lobby area that all film festivals seem and even touching performance that
draws the viewer right into the story.
to possess.
At the festival's conclusion, a
The mingling of filmmakers and
actors alike was in full swing as if it majority of the filmmakers joined
were attended by thousands of festi- each other down front to answer
val-goers rather than approximately questions and share stories from their
100. Clearly, everyone was present, filmmaking endeavors.
Some interesting stories were told
including the filmmakers who came
to show their passion for King's work during this portion of the festival,
including Jay Holben's discovery
and for film.
From shoe-string budgets of during the making of"Paranoid" that
$1,500 to upwards of $6,000, these renting a cockroach for his movie
shorts drew mostly from independent would apparently cost a whopping
donations as well as donations from $100 a day. In an effort to save his
various organizations.
See KING on Page 13

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MEGAN MARSANSKIS

Two amatuer directors of Stephen King films discuss their work at the first annual
Dollar Baby Fim Festival, on Saturday night in the Donald P. Corbett building.
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Flawed
suspense
plagues
new flick
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer
Let's just get this out of the
way right off the bat. "The
Forgotten" is certainly forgettable. There, I said it. We can
move on now. It is not that the
movie is bad,per se,only that it is
not very good."The Forgotten" is
akin to a Lifetime suspense,
made-for-TV movie with a touch
of"X-Files" thrown in. The only
difference
being
that
a
Hollywood budget made way for
a competent cast. And that is what
saves this movie from being a
total waste of celluloid.
Telly Paretta, played by
Julianne Moore, has lost her son
in a tragic plane crash that took
the lives of eight other children,
too. When pictures and home
videos of her son begin to disappear before her, her psychiatrist,
played by Gary Sinese tries to
explain that she never had a son
to begin with. It was all a fantasy
she had been living. Telly knows
that she is not delusional and
insists that it is everyone else who
is crazy. She meets Ash Correll,
Dominic West, who had supposedly lost a daughter in the plane
crash at well. Only, Ash does not
remember his daughter ... at first.
The more Telly uncovers, the
stranger things become. What has

For Your
Entertainment

COURTESY PHOTO BY REVOLUTION STUDIOS

Julianne Moore and Dominic West star in "The Forgotten," a thriller that fails to deliver the thrills in most aspects of the
movie. The key performances, but notably Moore's, are the only thing that keep the movie afloat.
happened to people's memories
and what exactly happened to
those children? Telly won't rest
until she finds the truth.
To call "The Forgotten" a
pedestrian effort would be an
accurate assessment. This film
lacks any sort of edge whatsoever.
The formula is as follows: characters uncover something strange,

are on the case.
One backhanded compliment
to the movie is that there is some
great unintentional comedy.
Among these, any time someone
gets "taken" via being sucked up
by some unseen Hoover it generated a bevy of laughter throughout the audience. If the intended
scares make the audience laugh,

formances by nearly everyone in
the cast. Unfortunately, Gary
Sinese and Alfre Woodard are
horribly underutilized. Julianne
Moore does the whole grieving
mother shtick rather convincingly, which in turn kept me interested in what was going on despite
the story's lack of ingenuity.
Anthony Edwards's brief part as

applauding a performance by
Anthony Edwards, then that
should say it all.
The film's twist is so predictable that it almost puts "The
Forgotten"-in that prestigious "So
Bad It's Good" category. I'll
leave that for history to decide.
Despite these many shortcomings,"The Forgotten" is a mildly

they have to run from the cops,

then it is time to rework the

Telly's husband is right up there

entertaining thriller that might be

uncover something else strange,
flee from the NSA and so on and
so forth. You get the idea. Wake
me up when Mulder and Scully

effects. That is what test audi-

with his performance as Goose in
"Top Gun." If someone is digging
so hard for something good to say
about a movie that they resort to

worthy among those movies you
rent with your friends for background noise during "pizza
night."

ences are for.
The saving grace of "The
Forgotten" is in its credible per-

Sky captain tops lackluster
weekend box office sales

On DVD

"Walking Tall"
Tuesday, Sept. 28
"The Alamo
Tuesday, Sept. 28
"Star Wars" Trilogy
Out now

On CD
Green Day
"American Idiot"
Out now
Tallb kweli
"The Beautiful Struggle'
Tuesday Sept. 28
PLEA.
"Around Me Sun'
Tuesday, Oct. 5

In Theaters

"Shark Tale"
Friday, Oct. 1
"Ladder 49"
Friday, Oct. 1

"I Heart Huckabees"
Friday, Oct. 1

By Rick Holter
Knight Ridder News
Service
The folks at Paramount who
poured $100 million-plus into
producing and marketing "Sky
Captain and the World of
Tomorrow" bet they could
recreate the wonders of yesteryear. Unfortunately, they did —
yesteryear's
office.
box
"Captain" finished No. 1 during
takeoff week, but almost didn't
get off the ground with just
$15.6 million. Which imperils
the sequel: "Sky Captain and
Tennille."
In a weekend with grosses
sliding 27 percent from last
year, it's tough to find an up
side. But a couple of tiny-budget indies continue to build their
bankrolls."Garden State," made
for $2.5 million,just topped $20
mil. And "Napoleon Dynamite,"
the $400,000 bargain of the
year, topped $33 million and hit
its highest ranking, No. 8, after
a stunning 15 weeks.
While Hollywood mopes in a
September funk, the Squad
rejoices at the easy pickings.

111 eorne again?
Anyone can make a speaking mistake, but it seems
like athletes seem to make the most stupid and
humorous blunders. We have complied a list of some
of the funniest remarks that should never be forgotten.

Frank Layden, Utah Jazz President, on aformer
player:
"I told him,'Son, what is it with you? Is it ignorance or apathy?' He said, Coach, I don't know and I

don't care.'"
Shaquille O'Neal on his lack of championships
(Before playingfor the Lakers):

"I've won at every level, except college and pro."
COURTESY PHOTO - HUNDLAND.COM

This week's inductee: the
National Lampoon franchise,
which hit rock bottom with the
putrid "Gold Diggers." This
stinker couldn't even make the
top 20, averaging a horrid $379
on 1,062 screens. That's less
than a quarter of what the notorious bomblet "Benji Off the
Leash!" averaged on opening
weekend. Forget direct-tovideo; this one deserves directto-trash-bin.

Torrin Polk, University of Houston receiver, on
his coach, John Jenkins:

"He treats us like men. He lets us wear earrings."
Sparky Anderson, Detroit Tigers manager, on a
playor's injury:

"There's nothing wrong with his shoulder except
some pain — and pain don't hurt you."
Joe Theisman, quarterback and sports analyst:

'The word 'genius' isn't applicable in football. A
genius is a guy like Norman Einstein."
Andre Dawson, Chicago Cubs outfielder, on being
a role model to children:
"I want all the kids to do what I do, to look up to

me. I want all the kids to copulate me."

www.mainecampus.com
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Mary J. Blige.
Kweli worked with big name
artists and producers on "The
From Page 10
Beautiful Struggle," including
Blige, Kayne West,the Neptunes
Talib's going to love it," said and Hi-Tek.
Doujah Raze during his 30
"I like to work with people
minute set prior to Kweli's.
who have respect for what I do
"The [show] went good, the and for people I have respect
crowd was great," said Kweli.
for," said Kweli.
Kweli performed songs off
He ended the concert by invit"The Beautiful Struggle," as well ing the crowd onto the stage, as
as "Quality" and songs from his he retreated behind his audio
group Reflection Eternal, con- equipment with his M.C. where
sisting of himself and Hi-Tek.
he played music for 30 minutes.
One of the highlights of the
Except for the people on the
show came when 10 minutes into stage, people started to filter out
his set, Kweli threatened to walk during this portion, making it a
off when two men in the crowd rather awkward ending to an othstarted fighting. He said he erwise very good concert.
would stop performing unless the
After two more solo shows
two men came on stage.
Kweli joins up with the Beastie
When they did get on stage, Boys on Oct. 8 to tour with them
Kweli made them hug before until Nov. 12.
continuing his set.
"I'm trying to possibly tour
Kweli said "goodnight" to the with Mos Def after the Beastie
crowd after 45 minutes, and then Boys tour," said Kweli. He also
returned a few minutes later to said he hopes to release a new
chants of "Kweli" to perform a Black Star CD, his project with
few more songs including his Mos Def, as soon as it is finnew single "I Try" featuring ished.

TALIB

METAL
From Page 10
hardcore. A more extreme version of grindcore is called splattercore, in which case the vocals
sound like someone either belching or more often vomiting. A
good example of grindcore is the
band Agoraphobic Nosebleed,
who released a mini-cd containing 100 songs that range in time
from two minutes to four seconds.
Finally, we reach black metal,
a style very near and dear to my
heart. Bands such as Venom,
Mercyful Fate and Bathory have
paved the way to what black
metal has become today. Defined
by blastbeat drumming (superfast snare and kick patterns),

KING
From Page 11
money for much more important
things,Hoblen simply used a dung
beetle that was found outdoors
instead. When Robert Cochrane
made "Roland Meets Brown," a
lady who owned the barn outside
of which they were filming asked
if they were stealing the boards for
picture frames.
As for the second annual festival, Renner said that he would like
to bring it back to the University of
Maine because "what better place
Ito have the festival] than King's
alma mater?"
All in all the First Annual
Dollar Baby Film Festival was a
rather enjoyable outing and the
question and answer session that
followed was informative to all
was interested in making their own
Dollar Baby some day.
And as for the "19," well, it is a
reference to Stephen King's
recently completed epic, "The
Dark Tower" series.

1 Bjork • Medulla
2 Libertines • The Libertines
3 They Might Be Giants •The Spine
4 Interpol • Radio [EP]
5 Clinic • Winchester Cathedral
6 Medeski Martin and Wood • End Of The World Party
(Just In Case)
7 Saul Williams • Saul Williams
8 Palomar • Palomar III: Revenge Of Palomar
9 Ribo Kiley • More Adventurous
10 Future Soundtrack for America • Various Artists
11 The Cure • The Cure
12 King Missile III • Royal Lunch
13 Guitar Wolf • Love Rock
14 Fiery Furnaces • Blueberry Boat
15 Old Enough to Know Better: 15 Years of Merge Reoords
• Various Artists
16 Mae Shi • Terrorbird
17 Wicker Park • Soundtrack
18 Head Automatica • Decadence
19 Mike Watt• The Secondman's Middle Stand
20 Mooney Suzuki • Alive and Amplified
21 Rock Against Bush Vol. 2• Various Artists.
22 Killers • Hot Fuss
23 Omar A. Rodriguez-Lopez• A Manual Dexterity Soundtrack
Vol. 1
24 M83• Dead Cities, Red Seas and Lost Ghosts
25 Comas • Conductor
26 Gary Wilson • Mary had Brown Hair
27 Kings of Convenience • Riot on an Empty Street
28 Beastie Boys• To the 5 Boroughs
29 Lamb of God • Ashes of the Wake
30 Revolver Modele • Revolver Modele

er on Acid
M1

an

ese, you
d shorts
king.

1 Part Malibu rum
1 Part Jagermeister
Splash of pineapple juice

Three Wise Men
This alcoholic concoction
will surely knock you on
your buttocks.

1 Part Jack Daniels
1 Part Jameson's
1 Part Jim Beam

The dentist behind the bling

screeched and screamed vocals,
corpsepaint the use of black and
white face paint to make the
wearer seem evil and blazing guiBy Gisela Garcia
tar riffs, black metal can make
Knight Ridder News
death metal seem soft. Cradle of
Filth currently leads the black
Service
metal movement, followed by
such bands as Dimmu Borgir and
Web site: Rapper Dentist
Children of Bodom.
Daddy
These are only a few of the
URL: www.rapperdentist.com
types of metal out there. There is
What's on it: Ever wonder
also doom metal,a slow and plod- who's the man behind the goldding version of death metal, ston- and-diamond smiles you see on
er metal, prog metal, goremetal, MTV and BET? When Lil Jon
vampire metal and pagan metal, opens his maw to squeal out
as well as two types with unnec- "YEEEAAAH!" for the bazilessarily long names: New Wave lionth time, do you ever wonder
of
British
Heavy
Metal who put in the oral bling that
(NWoBHM) and New Wave of blinds your eyes with each grin?
Swedish
Death
Metal Wonder no more,folks: The Hip(NWoSDM).
Hop Dentist, aka Rapper Dentist
Take this knowledge, my fel- Daddy, aka Dr. Ronald Cunning,
low rivetheads, and go spread the is the man with the gold caps and
gospel that is metal!
shiny studs.

WMEBTop30
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Do go if: You think a mouthful of metal doesn't mean braces.
Also, if you like super-cheesy
Web pages that are obviously
trying very hard and very stereotypically to attract black people
with an "urban" look.
Don't go if: You're trying to
save a buck or two. Dr.
Cunning's treatments don't come
cheap, but if you're willing to
splurge, each blingy tooth will
cost you at least $1,000. Yikes.
Interesting: Rapper Dentist
Daddy is the go-to guy for a
blinding smile in L.A., so he's
got pictures of his clientele on
the site, including a shot of himself with convicted rapper CMurder. Get it? Shot? Oh,nevermind.

COURTESY PHOTO
BY LINGOSPHERE.COM

'Li' Jon sports a mouthful of
gold. His dentist, Dr. Ronald
Cunning, is responsible for
the expensive smile.

How far you go is up to you.
At American Express, you'll start out as a financial advisor, but how
you build and grow your practice is up to you. As your practice grows,
so will your income. Once you become a successful financial advisor
with a solid client base, you'll have the option, if you qualify, to
become an independent financial advisor and even pursue leadership
opportunities. No matter which path you choose, you'll always have
all the support and training you need. For more information about a
career as a financial advisor, visit:
americanexpress.com/advisorcareers.
To begin your journey, contact:
Kim Walsh
Recruiting Coordinator
500 Southborough Drive
South Portland, ME 04106
207-772-1894 x 230

Matthew Schroeder
Field Vice President
500 Southborough Drive
South Portland, ME 04106
207-772-1894 x 203

Info session: Monday, Sept. 27, at 6:00 p.m. at the Career Center
Interviews: Monday, Oct. 4, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

American Express Financial Advisors Inc. Member NASD. American Express
Company is separate from American Express Financial Advisors Inc. and is not a
broker-dealer.
TTY: I -800-766-2979 Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
0)2003-2004 American Express Financial Corpomtion. All rights teservvi.
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Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black

Aries
March 21 to April 20
Money is the root of all evil, they
say, but that doesn't have to be. It
can also cause all sorts of wonderful things to happen. The
choice is yours. Think long term.

AmptitvileRsiovis

THE

Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Choose your battles carefully;
you don't want to waste your
time arguing with somebody
who's actually got a pretty good
idea. Think it over again.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Just when you'd rather face off and
have fun, obligation rears its ugly
head. You'd better hurry and do
what you promised even if you're
not sure you can. YoU'll get points
for showing up.
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Cancer
June 22 to July 22

From
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Stick to the course you've
already set, the plan you've
already made. There's something
about it that you don't like, but
you'll find a way around that.
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Leo
July 23 to August 22

mere/SI
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Negotiations may prove fruitful
but probably not today. You're
more likely to hear everybody's
objections to your suggestions.
Take notes and put in corrections.
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Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22

- CA+ kol;c

Travel looks relatively good for
today and tomorrow but you'll
have to deal with a couple of little
annoyances. Don't forget your
toothbrush — or your vehicle
maintenance checklist.
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Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
What'll it be, love or money? You
shoudIn't have to choose The
best option, of course, is to have
both. Keep that in mind as you
iegotiate.

Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
You have a lot on your mind and
maybe too much on your plate. Ask
a practical partner to help before
you request an extension. There's
a chance you might not need it.

WartS
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CAMPUS KID COMICS by Jacob Ouellette

HEYA CK,
WHAT ARE VA
WATCHING?

Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
You may be able to concentrate a
little bit better today. It's a good
idea for you to try, anyway, so you
can afford to go play.

Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Achieving success requires more
than hard work, as you might
know. It also requires somebody
to love and to share successes
with you. Don't overlook that part.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
You've got your feet planted firmly on the ground, so you're
unlikey to fall for a silly romantic
suggestion. But do consider it.

Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
The more you think about it, the
more you might realize you've
been doing things the hard way.
It's difficult to change your habits
even if they're not serving you
well, but give it some consideration.

"In my efforts to steer clear of all the
slime-flinging, I've hired a new campaign manager:
The Creature from the Black Lagoon,"

CLASSIC TV ON
NICK AT NITE
GA,
'01i:08

k

AND WHEN IT
CAME NEAR THE LICENSPLATE
SAID "FRESH" AND HAD A DICE
IN THE MIRROR IF ANYTHING I
COULD SAY THAT THIS CAB
WAS RARE BUT I THOUGHT
NOW.

1"
1111111111
0EEZE, Y710U KNOW
YOU'RE GETTING OLD WHEN
THE FRESH PRINCE IS ON
NICK 1AT NITE

IMIllfill1111111

PONEAOZE

14,404(

grim
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Make up your own mind

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Burn with hot
liquid
6" Soffel"
9 Quarrels
14 Miscue
of the blue
15
16 Gardner's
Mason
17 Cher's ex
19 Itzhak of Israel
20 Reverent
wonder
21 Wrinkle remover
22 Wed on the run
23 Made untidy
26 Wood facing
28 Short-lived Ford
division
29 Roman tyrant
30 Sheepish she
33 Horse opera
35 Scheduled
38 Attributed
41 Underwater
facilities
42 Hammer wielder
43 Core group
44 Beer container
45 Coll, entrance
exam
47 Lawn makeup
51 Landlord
54 Arranges
properly
55 Portion
57 Bikini pieces
59 Letters of L.
Michaels'show
60 Monopoly item
61 Russian
instrument
64 Preserved
65 Bullpen stat
66 Balance-sheet
item
67 Hikers' quarters
68 Tribe of Israel
69 Fronts of calves
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13
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30

31
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39

35
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36

48
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50
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40
43

42
45

44
51

52
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53

56
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60
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65

66

67

68

69
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8 Rock thrower
9 Romp
10 Family of U.S.
painters
11 Displays of
trees
12 Stumble
13 "Auld Lang _
18 Auction offer
24 South Korea's
capital
25 Make merry
27 Nuzzled
29 Actor Beatty
31 Spider's lair
32 Wood and Wynn
34 Conditions
36 Extensive
37 On the qui vive
DOWN
38 Pen fill
1 Tasty seed
39 Actress West
2 Bragged
40 lsthay
anguagelay
3 "Gunsmoke" star
4 Actor Chaney
41 Took chairs
5 Arid
43 Italian marble
6 Othello, e.g.
46 Wept
7 Exceed the time 48 Birthplace of St.
limit
Francis

Solutions
S1N31
NVO
SN I HS
30 I NO
VE13
12SSV
1310H
V)11V1V1V3
3LAVHS
SVH3
-1NS
HOSS31
df1S13S
03>1
1VSV1
SSVHS
H311 VN
3EICIVO
C13111d1All
S9V -113S
S
1:131V0
031V
13
ORIN
3ME
03SR
33N
3MV
NOW I
3d013
ONO3ANNOS
N19VH
100 H0HL13
AHH3d
SHIA! 01VOS
SlVdS
49 Submerged
50 Wet impacts
52 Put up
53 Monica of the
courts
54 987-65-4321
agcy.

55 Worn out
56 Sharpen with a
whetstone
58 Actor Ladd
62 Vegas
opening?
63 Bat wood
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WILLIAM
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veryone knows that cigarettes are bad. We get it.
Big business may have
told my grandparents'
generation that they were good for Rambling
you, full of vitamins and the sin- Fool
gle greatest thing since sliced
bread, but we've learned otherwise since the '50s. For anyone
By Benjamin Jarvela
who may not have known this, let
me be the first to welcome you
back to civilization. I'm sure your of personal choice again.
If someone has already made
40 years on that desert island were
very interesting and I want to hear the decision that they are going to
smoke, will telling them that
all about it later.
So we're all on the same page smoking kills change their mind?
here, right? If you smoke and Probably not. Will telling them
have smoked regularly, it's not that the tobacco companies have
going to lead to anything good. been underhanded little jerks for
Cutting back is a good thing; quit- the last century make them throw
all their cigarettes away? I doubt
ting is even better.
So what's my problem? it. They've already made the
Militant anti-smokers, all those choice, so chances are you're not
"Truth" ads, California as a going to be able to scare them into
whole, you name it. Before I real- changing their minds.
It's all a matter of individual
ly get going, just let me make it
on both sides. Smoking is
to
rights
clear that I'll be the first one
unlike illegal drugs, peobut,
bad
the
have
nonsmokers
say that
right to not be subjugated to ple have the freedom to make a
smoke. Some people find it offen- choice on the matter. If you chose
sive and they have every right to; not to smoke, you shouldn't have
smoke and smokers generally to deal with smokers and the
smell, smoking areas and the ash results of their habit. If you chose
trays in them are usually dirty and to smoke,then you shouldn't have
unpleasant. If you choose not to to deal with people preaching to
smoke or not to be around those you or vilifying your decision. If
who do, well you've made a deci- you're aware of how bad_ smoking
sion for yourself and that's just is for you and how many ways
what it is. I didn't say the best there are to quit and still want to
decision, I didn't say the right smoke, then knock yourself out.
decision (even though it probably. The help is out there, but it's not
is), and I didn't say you've made within anyone's rights to force
the same decision that everyone someone else to quit something
else is going to make. If you that, in the words of one smoker I
chose not to smoke, more power know,"is one guaranteed little bit
to you. But you don't get to make of happiness in every day." Who
gets to take that away?
that decision for everyone else.
While California, with its proNo matter how bad something
bans on cigarettes
hibition-esque
unbehow
matter
is for you, no
lievably disgusting it may be, in public places, may be way off
someone is always going to want the mark, some legislators have
to do it. It all comes down to a come up with an interesting solumatter of personal freedom and tion. Many would argue that sociindividual responsibility. Unlike ety must bear many of the medical
the smokers of the first half of the costs that come as a result of
20th century, who were outright smokers and that it is unfair to
lied to, anyone who chooses to expect nonsmokers to take on this
light one up these days is making additional expense in the form of
a personal choice and accepting taxes. The fix is a simple one:
the results of doing so. As long as Make the smokers take on the
that individual is making that costs themselves by taxing the
choice in the confines of his own cigarettes themselves. The catch
home or other acceptable area — here is to make it reasonable.
attention: A bar is an acceptable Charging one or two dollars extra
area — there's nothing else that per pack. while expensive, is
can be done. He may be making a probably a fair burden for those
bad decision, but it's his choice who make the choice. Making
nonetheless. This all seems rea- cigarettes 10 bucks a pack, howsonable to me so far, but, well,it's ever, hits right back home with
individual rights. Make them too
not.
There's a growing movement expensive for anyone to be able to
in this country to demonize any- afford and you've effectively
one who makes the decision to taken them away, not to mention
smoke. It's not banning smoking lost the revenue potential for a
in fast food joints, it's banning more reasonable tax.
People are smarter than we
smoking in places like bars and
nightclubs. It's not telling smok- seem to think. If you present
ers they have to go outside in someone with the information,
order to burn one,it's telling them tell him why what he's doing is
they don't have the right to smoke bad for him and he still chooses
at all. The "Truth" and "Crazy to do it, you get to go home
World" examples are the front guilt-free. Granted, pregnant
runners of the movement as of mothers should be an obvious
late, grossing us all out for the last exception to the "everyone
few years every time there's com- should have a choice" rule, but it
mercial break. There's no ques- all boils down to the same thing.
tion that big tobacco has been If person A doesn't smoke, good
extremely sketchy with its busi- for person A. If person I;
ness practices for the majority of smokes, person B is making a
the last several decades, but they bad choice, but that doesn't
haven't been putting guns to peo- mean person A has to get all up
ple's heads in order to make them in his face. Person B probably
smoke. It's that wonderful issue has bad breath anyway.
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CAMPUS PHOTO BY PAUL BERTSCHINGER
ALL-EYES WATCHING — The University of Waterloo hits the ball past the Maine blocker in Saturday's game, Maine dominated the weekend match and
won 3-0.

Volleyball sweeps weekend home series against Waterloo
By Matt Williams
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine volkyball team won a pair of exhibition matches against the
University of Waterloo Warriors
3-1 and 3-0 Friday and Saturday
at Memorial Gymnasium. The
team's record remains at 4-6
because Waterloo is a Canadian
university that is not part of the
NCAA.
Maine began Friday's match

with a 12-0 run that lead to a
Maine started fast again in
30-13 victory in the first game. the first game of Saturday's
Maine won game two 30-22, but match, racing out to a 10-2 lead.
Waterloo battled back to win Waterloo rallied to take the lead
game three 30-27. The Black 16-15. After a time out, Maine
Bears responded by taking took back control and went on
game four 30-21 to clinch the 3- to win the game 30-22. The
1 match victory.
Junior Black Bears controlled most of
Shannan Fotter had 14 kills and game two and won 30-20, then
eight blocks,junior Kaili Jordan jumped out to a 9-1 lead in
had 15 kills, and sophomore game three before the Warriors
Shelly Seipp dished out 33 tied the game 13-13. With the
assists to lead Maine Friday game tied 20-20 Maine seized
momentum and went on to win
night.

30-25 and take a 3-0 match victory. The Black Bears were
paced by senior Brittany
Howe's nine kills, while junior
Leah Guidinger and Fotter each
added eight kills. Seipp had
another 33 assists and Maine
out hit Waterloo .289 to .076 in
the match.
"We had a good game plan
coming in, and we stuck to it in
both matches," said Maine head
coach Lynn Theehs. "We
played together, as a team, this

weekend and executed well. It
was a total team effort, which
we'll look to continue heading
into conference play in two
weeks."
Maine returns to its regular
season schedule next week.
The Black Bears will host the
Sacred
Heart
Pioneers
Wednesday at Biddeford High
School at 7 p.m. and then travel
to Providence, RI to take on the
Friars Saturday night.

There's nothing to
do in
this town.
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Senior place kicker finds the limelight after historic MSU win
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
Punters and place kickers usually fill two spots on the roster of
a football team, unless the special
teams unit has someone like
Mike Mellow, who has mastered
the art of both positions on the
field.
Last week, Mellow was honored as the Atlantic 10 special
teams player of the week for the
outstanding performance he put
on in the 9-7 history making win
over the division 1-A Mississippi
Bulldogs.
"I think one of the main reasons I got it was because we
won," said the soft-spoken senior.
The win may have played a
part in the award. hut Mellow's
statistics prove worthy of recognition. He punted eight times for
an average of 46.5 yards, getting
the ball in great field position for
the defense and hit a crucial 31yard field goal.
"[Mellow] was so clutch in
what he did." said head coach
Jack Cosgrove. "He had a lot of
gamesmanship Saturday."
In fact, Mellow has been on
since game one. He is currently
ranked second in the conference
with a punting average of 43.6
yards. He has also connected on
both his field goal attempts and is
7 for 9 with extra points.
"The consistency is there and
it allows us to function better as a
said
Cosgrove.
group,"Hopefully that is something
we'll continue to have.Mellow has been Maine's
punter since he came in as a
freshman. He then proceeded to
take the role of place kicker in his
second year.
"I wanted to be able to play
right away," said Mellow on why
he chose Maine over other
schools. "Other teams had kickers who were juniors and seniors,
but Maine didn't have anybody."
Mellow admits that getting
use to the speed of college foot- ,
ball was the biggest adjustment to
coming out of high school. Since
then, he has helped the Black

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY
JACK OF ALL TRADES — Senior Mike Mellow earned the title of Atlantic 10 special teams player of the week last Sunday
after punting eight times for an average of 46.5 yards, along with kicking the game winning field goal.
Bears win 29 games.
preparation for the upcoming sea- season and Maine leading the football and soccer growing up,
league in punting average (41.3). Mellow stepped up.
"That's pretty impressive son.
The senior will graduate in
"It's a big time for us because the summer training thus far is
when you think about it," said
May with a degree in biology,
Cosgrove. "That's just great to we start so early in the year that paying off.
Mellow started kicking his hoping to continue his kicking
see he can really be a big weapon summer is usually when [the
freshman
year of high school career at a higher level.
time
the
most
spends
team]
for us."
Next up for Mellow and the
When Mellow wasn't working together up here," said Mellow. when the varsity football team
in the molecular biology depart- "That's a big part of our suc- didn't have the spot filled and Black Bears is a road trip to
asked around as to who could get Delaware this Saturday to take on
ment at Pfizer Inc. this summer, cess."
the
job done. Having played both the defending 1-AA champions.
2004
With a 2-1 start to the
he was around working out in
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FALL RUN
From Page 20
seventh spot on their respective
teams and are usually the last runners to compete for points. For
Trevino the race marked return to
prominence after being plagued
with stress fractures for the last
two seasons.
"It was a good race for me,"
said Trevino. "I've been out for
two years."
Trevino also reveled in the
chance to knock down the
Wildcats psyche.
"I wanted to put out a good
showing," said Trevino, "and
hopefully bring down some UNH
offense."
Trevino knows that this week
. mainly served as warm up race
and is eager to use it as a launching pad for next weekend.
"We just wanted to warm up
for next week," said Trevino."We
really want to have a good showing next weekend.Trevino finished the race with
a time of 26:10. He was followed

by a pack of Wildcats that swallowed up the next seven spots.
The next Black Bear finisher was
sophomore Tyler Alexander who
finished at a time of 27:27 to grab
and
place. Terrain
ninth
Alexander were the lone Maine
finishers inside the top ten.
In the women's race. Hoe
grabbed top honors with an
impressive time of 19:24 on the
5k course. Hoe held the lead for
much of the race until the final
moments where she had to fight
off a closing trio of Wildcats. Her
closest competition finished three
seconds behind her. Following
Howe was sophomore Brie
Jellison, who posted a fifth-place
finish with a time of 19:56.
Freshman Erin Lawlor and senior
Charlotte Howley rounded out the
top ten for the Black Bears, with a
eighth and 10th place finish.
respectively.
"It was a really good race for
Shelby, she's,really coming on,"
said head coach Mark Lech.
"Since last year she has really
dedicated herself to running and
competing."
However, at the end of the

meet it was clear that the Black
Bears were already looking ahead
to the battles that had been laid on
the horizion. With the 13th
Annual Murray Keatinge Invite
this Saturday and the conference
meet looming, Lech was already
looking to the future.
"I think the team will run well
this weekend but they still have a
way to go," said Leech. "Its still
early,everything is pointing to the
conference tournament."
The Murray Keatinge Invite,
which will be held this weekend,
is a event that in the past has
avoided the press that it so fittingly deserves. The invite serves as
one of the biggest cross country
events in the state of Maine
attracting such running powers as
North Carolina, Texas and
Stanford in the past. This year's
eVent boasts such powerhouses as
Iowa, Dartmouth and Brown. The
invite is often the biggest showcase of running talent that the
state is exposed to all year, this
year promises to be no different.
The men's race will start at 11
a.m. Saturday, with the women
starting at noon.
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CATCHING UP WITH THE SWIMMERS

Nearly two months away swimmers
preparing for approaching season
By Katy Vanorse
For The Maine Campus

along and does their best," said
senior men's co-captain Scott
Forrestall.
"Team-wise, we have a really
good looking team this year," said
men's co-captain Justin Alley.
"We didn't lose anyone from our
dive team last year. We gained
some nice new talent. I hope that
we'll hold everyone close as a
team and get through everything
this year."
Alley, who is coming back
from surgery last season, is eager
to start the season.
"This year, I would expect to

RED SOX CORNER
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor

there. I also hope to put up some
This is the year. I know it is.
personal records. I was close to a It's all there. No more Nomah.
goal time in the 500 last year, I No problem. We've got the
With several returning swimwas two seconds off. I'd like to unmistakable smile of Orlando
mers and a load of new talent, the
get there."
Caberra. No Grady Little. No
Black Bear men's and women's
One event that the teams are problem. We've got the quiet
swim teams are preparing for
excited to compete in is an invita- brilliance of Terry Francona.
what could be quite the successful
tional that is being held at the All the signs are there. For
season.
University of Rhode Island.
once, I will no longer end my
Jeff Wren, who is now in his
"We haven't been to URI for a October nights crying into my
34th year as head coach, guides
while, what that does'is give us a pillow and storming off to class
the two teams, who are looking to
little bit of a focal point for the cursing the names of Yankee
improve on their times from last
fall," said Forrestall.
players. Well maybe I will still
year.
"We're not really going to do do the later.
"I pretty much have the same
anything special for it, but it's
Why, you ask, am I so sure
expectations every year, and that
going to give us a championship that this will be the glorious
is for everybody to go faster than
feel. It will be a good preparation year that the Sox will finally be
they did before," said Wren. "We
for multiple sessions for what smiling when Halloween rolls
do well when people put in a lot
they have to do at the end of the around? It's quite simple. Screw
of best times, so we'll hope for a
year. We'll be able to see more October mystique and tradition.
lot of best times."
teams than we have for a while," Screw statistics and whatever
Both teams have many players
said Wren, concerning the URI record the St. Louis Cardinals
returning from last year's squads,
trip.
or Yankees finish with this year.
providing for a good core group
"You get to see more teams It's all about chemistry, story
of veterans.
than just a duel meet set up," said lines and heart. And, my
"I think we're great as a
Alley."We haven't actually been friends, there is no team in the
whole," said Wren. "If we work
to it, so that will be pretty neat."
whole league that has those
hard, good things will come out
One factor that each team will three things like the Sox do.
of it."
have to work on this year is work- The worst part is we may have
"We had some real success in
ing
together throughout the whole A-Rod and the evil empire to
Jeff Wren
certain areas, in particular the
season.
The swimming season thank for it at the end next
head coach,
middle-distance freestyle and
can last up to five or six months, month.
swimming
other events relating to that type
so keeping the team united will be
Last October, when yobof distance," said Wren.
a factor in the teams success.
know-who sent me into a week"I think we're a little stronger
"As a team we have a really long period of anti-social
this year in swimming events than improve a little bit. I haven't been long season, really keeping our- behavior, I realized that things
we were last year," said Wren. able to improve over last year," selves together for that whole couldn't get any worse. There
"You always want to be cautious said Alley. "I had a surgery I had time right up to championships is was no way we could lose any
in saying, 'oh that worked.' We to go through last year. I'd like to really a difficult thing to do," said more painfully. The man, Pedro
felt like we had a pretty good pro- pull things back together and real- Alley. "I'd really like to hold up Martinez on the mound. Five
gram in planning last year, so ly get going. I had surgery on my and pull all the way through this outs away. Fenway already
ankle and that slowed my season year."
we'll look to last year."
painting "AL Champs" on the
Not only is Wren looking for- down a little bit, so I'm hoping to
The Black Bears will start their field. Game Seven. Yankee
ward to seeing what will come out past that this year and move on." season away at Rhode Island on Stadium. Could it get any
"I'd like to try some new Oct. 31,and their first home meet worst? No. Still, thinking of
of this year's squads, the swimevents," said Forrestall."I haven't will be Nov. 7 against Stony that dreaded day is like allowmers are excited as well.
"This year I hope the team gets done them all. I'd like to try to get Brook.
ing salt to seep into an open
wound.
So, I decided right there that
Meghan Connolly scored her fifth URI 31-11. Maine's offensive
the
Sox would return 12 months
goal of the season on another attack did not let up.
later
with an outcome that
penalty corner with 7:03 remain"We're starting to pick up our
ing. Shaunessy Saucier and Emily attack," said Rainone. "We need would send New England into a
From Page 20
Dooling assisted on the play.
to score goals coming into our tizzy. Then came the hot stove
and the awful scenario that was
Morin made six saves in the conference games."
20 minutes remaining in the
game,to give Maine the 3-0 lead. shutout win and Maine outshot
The Black Bears play New the A-Rod deal. Every day with
Hampshire next Sunday at 1 p.m. baited breath, I would watch the
on Morse Field. The game will be ESPN ticker to see if my
up to
the third straight home game for beloved "cowboy up" Sox team
had been torn apart. My only
Maine.
Christmas
wish was that Nomah
Head coach Terry Kix hopes
• r,;„.
A
would
wear
that prized no. 5 for
her
team
can carry over their
UCU Auto BuyBack Program
us
and
Manny
Ramirez would
strong
play
to
next
weekend.
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Curt Schilling. Workhorses like
Tim Wakefield, Bill Mueller
and Trot Nixon. Last, and most
importantly, dynamic characters
like Kevin Millar, Johnny
Damon, and David Ortiz.
Then, in July, when every
50- year-old male in New
England was saying they had
seen this all before the Sox
made the trade that was heard
'round the world. We dealt our
beloved Nomah for some overachieving shortstop from way
up North, or so we thought.
Caberra arrived, and in his first
at-bat announced his arrival
with a homer. It was all too surreal. Nomar leaving and his
replacements passing him in the
hallways of the Metrodome.
The Sox had gotten two one
time golden-glovers for the cornerstone of their franchise.
Things were going downhill
and they were going down fast.
However,
something
changed. The Sox started winning and couldn't stop, in
August of all months. This was
the month they were supposed
to crack, break down and disappear like tradition says. Instead,
they reeled out a winning streak
for the ages. They did it while
having fun, too, which was the
biggest surprise of all. Can you
believe it — professional athletes showing their love for the
game on the field? This is a
clubhouse to be cherished. They
joke, they party, they smile, and
they genuinely like each other.
Caberra, Ortiz, Pedro and
Manny spend off nights together. Millar, Mueller and Nixon
play cards together. It was the
1994 Philadelphia Philles but
ten times more likable.
So, just like the Marlins,
Angels and Diamondbacks,
who all had that unbelievable
combination of chemistry,
story line and heart, the Sox
will take the wild card and ride
to glory. Those three teams all
had clubhouses that enjoyed
what they were doing and who
they were doing it with. They
had storylines that the press
loved to relay. And they had
the heart that filled each at-bat
and pitch with the joyous feeling that something really good
was about to happen. Not to
mention, as far as talent and
performance goes, the Sox
have probably the deepest
team going into the playoffs.
There is also the tiny fact that
the Sox have one of the best
offenses in all of baseball and
the one-two punch of Pedro
and Schilling.
With all this being said, I am
not worried about jinxing the
Sox. Come on, could they be
any more jinxed then they supposedly are? But, as far as this
year goes, this is it. [fit doesn't
happen this year I will never
harbor another guess as to when
it will happen or how it will
happen. And one phrase I will
never say again will be "this is
the year.' I'll think I'll retire it.
For now, I will let the dreams of
glory flood my mind while
October quickly approaches.
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Alumni Guy Perron ready to lead women's hockey
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Usually when an alumni
attempts to give back to their
school and community, most
times it comes in the form of a
check.
For Guy Perron, his idea of
giving back to the University
of Maine is taking the women's
hockey program to national
prominence.
Perron, who in his four
years at Maine tallied 146
points, was hired as the
women's hockey coach in July
and hopes to bring the same
attitude and excitement to the
women's game that he experienced during his time in
Orono.
"I was very excited to have
a program and just getting a
chance to teach the game to
others was a bonus," Perron
said."I just want to bring energy back to the program on and

off the ice as well as bring peo- start until Saturday, Perron has
had the team split up into
ple back to our games."
Last season, Perron was an groups of three to go over difassistant volunteer coach with ferent drills before the team
the men's hockey team and was practices as a whole.
Before coming to Maine as a
instrumental when it came to
the run towards the national
championship. Also, he was
named as the interim head
coach for the last two months
of the season when former
Black Bear women's head
coach Rick Filighera did not
have his contract renewed. The
team finished with a record of
12-16-4, as they lost to eventual champion Providence in the
America East semifinals.
"Having him as a coach has
been awesome," said forward
Cheryl White."He was exactly
Guy Perron
what we needed around here
head coach, and everyone has been on the
women's ice hockey
same page since he arrived."
"Also,everyone on the team
likes the direction that we are coach, Perron spent time as the
going in this year," she said.
head coach of the Chicago
Even though practice did not Freeze of the North American

"I just want to bring
energy back to the
program on and off
the ice as well as
bring people back to
our games."

Hockey League, where he had
a six-year tenure. During his
time on the bench he coached
the team to a 167-150-19
record and led the team to the
playoffs every year.
"This year we have higher
expectations, and I am really
anxious to see how the season
will go," said defender Karine
Senecal, who missed the end of
last season with a torn ACL.
"We know there is a lot of hard
work ahead but its all for the
good of the team."
"Plus we have improved our
conditioning which should help
us as well."
Besides the positive outlook
he has brought for the future
of the program, another thing
the players love Nabout their
coach is the fact that he can
relate to the obstacle of being a
student as well as an athlete.
"He knows what its like to
be in our shoes," White said.
"Because he played here he

knows people and has used
those connections to get our
name known and out there."
After his career at Maine,
Perron went on to play professional hockey in Sweden
before returning to the United
States to take a coaching position. His first job came when
he coached the Bangor Rams
for two seasons. In his first
season with the Rams, he was
awarded the Class A Coach of
the Year leading the Rams to
the playoffs.
Then, in 1995, he accepted
the position as an assistant
coach at Dartmouth College
before coaching the Freeze.
"I believe that when you
teach hockey on any level, the
systems are the same," Perron
said. "It's important to see
what they can grasp because
our women are very eager to
learn and I believe that they are
people who can do a great job
representing this university."

Men's soccer open's conference competition with deadlock against Wildcats
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
After last Sunday's win in
double overtime, the University
of Maine men's Soccer team was
looking to continue their late
heroics Saturday
against
the
University
of
New Hampshire.
However, the Black Bears fell
short in a thrilling match that
ended in a 2-2 draw on Saturday.
Saturday's tie not only saw the
Black Bears pick up a point in
their first America East confer-

ence game of the year, but also it
improved their overall record to
an even 2-2-2.
The Black Bears were able to
tie the game late in the match
when Jimmy Velas recorded a
goal off a penalty kick. Maine
earned the penalty kick after
defender Kyle Nicholson played
a through ball to Velas.
Once he got the ball, he was
fouled in the box by a Wildcat
defender.
Even though the Black Bears
were able to out shoot UNH 4-2
in overtime, the squad failed to
produce a valid scoring attempt.
Despite having the shot advan-

tage in overtime, the Wildcats
outshot the Black Bears 15-13.
Maine opened up scoring
when Justin Stockford tallied the
Black Bears goal in the 32nd
minute. Stockford,a former Dean
College standout, was setup by
Velas who was able to play a pass
to Stockford. Once Stockford
received the ball he blazed past
the Wildcat defense for a one-onone with Wildcat keeper Brian
Levey and placed the ball in the
back of the net.
Stockford's goal was his third
of the season,which ties him with
Velas for the team lead in goals.
In the 44th minute, New

Steep Welt Do Well
kids to do their besi in school or at play, they should get
at least nine hours of sleop every Right, KidS MI be Star
Rif

Sleepers 1114 iFfarileict visit httiorlistarsleep.ahlbi nih.gov
for -sleep tip arid fun activates.

Hampshire tied the game when
Ross Fishbain recovered his own
rebound and slammed the shot
home. In the 68th minute, the
Wildcats took the lead when
UNH's Brian Stewart's pass was
played to defender Michael Card
who headed the ball past Maine
keeper Chad Mongeon for a 2-1
advantage.
Despite letting in the two
goals earlier . in the game,
Mongeon provided the Black
Bears with a game-saving stop in
the 54th minute. From around 18
yards out, Card blasted a shot that
Mongeon was able to get in front
of to deny.Card and the Wildcats.

On Tuesday, the Black Bears
will be back on the road, when
they will travel to Brunswick to
take on Harvard at 4 p.m. Even
though the game will not be held
in Orono, it will be the squad's
first home game since their 1-1
tie against Cal Poly on September
3rd.
After playing Harvard, the
team will return to conference
play, with a match against the
University of Vermont on
Saturday. After their game
against the Catamounts, Maine
will have a two-game home stand
against
conference
foes
Northeastern and Albany.
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Black Bears continue to cruise with shutout victory
As a team, Maine ranks as one
Maine, was a road game. career at the University of Maine. been led into battle by Maine's
Adorno has 14 career shutouts for top scorers Canuel and Hathorn, of the best in the conference in
Falmouth is not Orono.
The Black Bears had goals the Black Bears. In the match, both of who came into the week- several statistical categories.
They are among the best in goals
The University of Maine from their two top scorers, Adorno faced nine shots while end ranked first and second on the
per game, points per game, shots
leading
is
Canuel
scoring.
in
Bears
team
The
saves.
women's soccer team recorded Heather Hathorn and Marie- registering three
per game, G.A.A. and shutouts,
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their
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goal
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has
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the
a
in
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paper
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in
percentage
third
1-1. The Bears came into Friday's Adorno to collect her fourth week.
They do play every team the .846,9th in saves per game with a propel them to one of the most
game with an impressive 5-2-1 shutout irv seven games. The
by outshooting and out six save per game average, and fearsome squads in the league.
same
impressive
another
was
shutout
record. The Black Bears showed
that they can play on the road yet accolade for Adorno, who is put- working nearly every team they tied for first with a .50 shutouts
See CRUISING on page 1F,
again in a victory that, although in ting together a stellar season and have faced. The Black Bears have per game average.
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus

Cross
country
set for
fall run
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
STICK-OUT— Maine's Liz Mendell [right] lunges after the ball during Maine's Friday game against University of Maryland
Baltimore County. Maine won the game 5-1.

Field hockey squad rolling after convincing wins
nent UMBC, the Black Bears
scored early and often. Senior
Emily Dooling got things going
with a tally at 5:31 by in the first
field
Maine
of
The University
half. Senior Liz Mendell assisted
more
two
up
picked
team
hockey
wins over the weekend. On her on the play. Less than three
Friday, the Black Bears defeated minutes later, Rainone scored off
a pass from Rachel Hilgar.
conference oppoMeghan Connolly scored off a
nent University
by sophomore Joanna
pass
Maryland
of
Fernandes with less than seven
Baltimore
minutes to play in the half, giving
County 5-1 for
a 3-0 lead. Amy Morrow
Maine
their first conference victory on
UMBC just before the
for
scored
the year. They
the Maine lead to 3-1
cutting
half,
followed up the
going into the break.
win with another
Junior Kasey Spencer put the
on
victory
away for good in the second
game
Saturday against
two late goals. Her first
with
half
Rhode Island 4-0. Traci Rainone
unassisted, coming at
was
goal
weekthe
on
goals
scored three
the 47:09 mark. At 53:27, Liz
end,two of them on Saturday.
Against America East oppo- Mendell assisted Spencer on her
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus

second goal. The score came off a
fastbreak, which gave the Black
Bears the 5-1 win. The goals for
Spencer were her third and fourth
goals of the season.
"The scoring thing's kind of
new to me," said Spencer, "but I
like it."
Goalkeeper Jamie Morin, who
was named America East conference player of the week on
Tuesday, had another solid weekend for the Black Bears. She
allowed just one goal in the two
games, and the one that got by
was an awkward one.
"It kind of bounced over
everyone," said Morin. "It went
by three people in front of me and
went by me. It was kind of a
flukey goal."
Head coach Terry Kix was

pleased with her team's defense
and its sudden burst of offense.
"We haven't had too many
games this year that we've had a
lot of scoring," said Kix. "It was
nice to have an offensive explosion."
On Saturday the Black Bears
offensive explosion was led by
seniors Hilgar and Rainone.
Rainone scored two goals, which
were both assisted by Hilgar.
Hilgar also tallied her own goal
that was assisted by Rainone. The
first goal came on a penalty corner by Rainone, with 9:20 gone
by. Hilgar pushed the score to 20, when she knocked in a loose
ball in the 13th minute. Rainone
would score again with just under
See ROLLING on page 18

There are few things that can
announce the presence of fall like
the arrival of cross country. More
importantly,there is no sport like
cross country that so elegantly
blends an athletic event with the
season. For a mere two months,
sport and nature are combinedto
produce one of the finest duets in
college athletics.
So it seemed fitting that the
University of Maine cross country teams ran their first home
meet this Saturday on day that
will undoubtedly serve as a harbinger for the upcoming fall
months. In a meet that was used
mainly as a warm-up for next
week's big Murray Keatinge
Invitational, the Black Bears
dropped both the men's and
women's races to two dangerous
University of New Hampshire
squads.The men's team lost decisively by a score of 20-41, while
the women stayed slightly closer
with a score of 21-35. However,
the Black Bears didn't leave the
meet empty handed. Both the
men's and women's squads left
with the top finishers in each
race.
In the men's race, junior
Joshua Trevino broke away from
the pack to snatch the first place
title, while sophomore Shelby
Howe earned the honor of first to
cross the finish line on the
women's side. For both runners,
there was a chance to garner the
glory that often eluded them.
With each of the men's and
women's top five sitting out for
the afternoon,Trevino and Howe,
both in similar positions on their
squads, each took advantage of
the situation and stepped into the
spotlight. Both athletes often are
stuck battling for the sixth and
See FALL RUN on page 17

